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First Prin'i:ing

Preface to the Revised Edition

IT IS astonishing how much has happened in and to the cities
in the eight years since the first edition of this book appeared. There
have been fundamental changes in public opinion (in 1961 the first civil
rights revolutionaries had just begun to take their seats at segregated
lunch counters), in the rules governing the electoral process (the first
one-man one-vote bombshell had not yet burst), and in the techniques
of management (planners were beginning to talk about benefit-cost
ratios but few of them had ever set eyes on a computer). Not until I
set about revising the book did I realize how much the situation had
changed and How much it needed to be brought up to date.

The changes have not been such as to require changing the general
character and plan of the book , however. I have retained the original
structure , the intention of which is to place the materials within an
analytical framework that will make their larger significance apparent
to the student, The approach is also the same in that it is concerned with
how urban government works rather than with rules-of-thumb for its
improvement. The distribution of emphasis is much as it was except
that I have enlarged Part VII , Problems of Management, to give a much
fuller account of the various kinds of planning that are making their
appearance in response to the growing scale and complexity of urban
problems. My hope is that students of city planning will find it useful to
have these materials brought together in one place.

I believe that about half the material in the book is new. I have not
hesitated to retain articles that I consider classics (Norton Long s two
for example) or to print very long articles which could not be cut with-
out serious injury (for example, the note from the Harvard Law- Review
on City Government in the State Courts). There are readings that are
very up-to-date (on Negro politics , riots , and reapportionment of local

, government, for example) but I have not knowingly sacrificed anything
of analytical importance for the sake of being topical.

All of the readin~s in the last Part are new. They all contribute to
single theme, of course-how policy is formed-but the reader

should note that each of them contributes to other parts of the book as
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well. Harold Kaplan s article on Metro Toronto , for example , adds some-

thing to the section on Metropolitan Organization , Richard A. Cloward
and Frances Fox Piven s article on welfare adds something to the sec-

tion on Influence and Leadership, and H. R. Wilde s article on the Mil-
waukee riot adds something to at least three sections: The Theory of
Good Government, The Trend of Urban Politics, and Influence and
Leadership. My own article on the public library might be read in con-
nection with the section on Problems of Management.

The bibliography has been brought up to date and an index ,has
been added.

"..

....c~~~"=~=

Preface to the First Edition

THIS IS a collection of the readings that I have found most
valuable in teaching courses on urban government to both undergradu-
ate and graduate students.

The readings come from so many places that even if each were
readily available it would be a tedious task for a librarian to bring them
all together on a reserve shelf. But many, like Henry Jones Ford' s theory
of corruption , would not be available at all in most libraries , and some
like Rexford G. Tugwell's evaluation of the career of Robert Moses , have
never before appeared in print.

A book of this kind can be used in at least three ways: as a supple-
ment to a textbook , in place of a textbook as an accompaniment to class-
room lectures, or as a basis for a discussion' series. It has been my
experience that readings of this sort help give analytical depth to a
course. The usual textbook provides a descriptive account of the more
formal aspects of governmentat structure and process , and then leaves
it up to the instructor to show the student the larger meaning of what
has been described. This book is designed to help him do this. Accord-
ingly, I have selected the readings for the ideas that they contain.

Since some instructors will want to use the book without an
accompanying text, the essential descriptive materials are supplied here
in the form of a Glossary. Because the Glossary contains all of the
background information necessary for understanding the readings
many students will find it useful to begin by reading the Glossary from
start to finish.

The approach of this book differs from that of most texts i? several
respects. The most important difference , perhaps , is that this book tries
to explain what really happens in urban government and to do so
largely in terms of the concepts and theories of social scientists. Most
textbooks on state and local government are preoccupied with what
experts" think ought to be the case; this one is occupied with what really

is the case. While the views of reformers and experts are represented,
they are not assumed to be authoritative , and they are placed in juxta-

vii
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position with those of social scientists. Thus , for example , the student
is exposed not only to the usual criticisms of the big city machine but
also to the views of the eminent sociologist , Robert K. Merton , on the

machine s latent functions.
This emphasis on the social scientist's view of things as they are

as distinguished from what they ought to be, has inevitably led to a
much heavier emphasis on politics than is common in most textbookS

on urban government. Works on urban government all too often assume
that the tasks of city government are almost entirely matters of admin-,
istration-collecting garbage , repairing streets , putting out fires , and so

on. Without belittling the importance of such activities , this book seeks

to give politics- the struggle for power and the management of conflict
the attention that it deserves.

Politics would be important even 
if it had no consequences extend-

ing beyond the boundaries of the city. But the fact is that American

national politics is to a very large extent local politics , and no one can
possibly understand the national political system without first under-
standing politics in the cities , especially the larger ones. This is another
reason for the emphasis here on politics.

This book focuses on the processes rather than on the techniques

of government. Most students, for example , do not need to know any-

thing about the technique of designing and filling out the forms of a
city budget. Not one in a thousand will ever have use for such informa-
tion, and the rare one who will can certainly best get it on the job.

On the other hand , all students should know the kinds of things that
are explained by William H. Brown , Jr. and Charles E. Gilbert in their
article on capital programming in Philadelphia: what capital program-

ming is, why it is done, how it is organized , what its connection with
city planning is , what its political setting is, and what are the practical
and theoretical limitations upon its effectiveness.

Some of the readings provide models for students who would like
to go into the local community and do research of their own. The selec-

tions from Mark K. Adams, James Q. Wilson , Robert A. Dahl, and

Kenneth E. Gray and David Greenstone should all be suggestive to the

student who wants to try his hand at this' and to the class that is carry-

ing on a joint research project. These examples show how much can be
done without a computing machine , providing one has sound legs and
a good mind.

Each Section of the book is preceded by an introductory note
formulating the central questions around which it is organized , under-

lining the po~ts that the editor believes are of the greatest analytical
interest, and showing the relevance of each reading to the general
themes of the book.

The bibliography lists items generally regarded as standai-d refer-

Preface to the First Edition ix

ences on each topic. These are annotated for the benefit of the non-specialist. 
The author acknowledges with thanks the assistance of Martha

Derthick, who prepared the Glossary and the Bibliography.

September, Ig61
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Urban Government
as a Su bJect for Study

GOVERNMENT serves two very different functions. One is that of pro-
viding goods and services that cannot be , or at any rate are not, provided
under other, private , auspices. With respect to this service function , gov-
ernment is in many ways like a private enterprise. Private enterprise
provides certain kinds of goods and services to' people called " cus-
tomers ; public enterprise provides either kinds of goods and services
to people called "taxpayers. " Both types of enterprise are judged by how
well and how cheaply they supply the goods - and services that ' are
wanted.

The other function of government is to deal with conflict. Wherever
there are people , there are bound to be differences of opinion and 

interest. Politics is any kind of activity-reasonable discussion , heated
argument, bribery, fighting, balloting, and so on----:by which conflict in
matters of public importance is carried on. Government deals with this
conflict by regulating the manner in which it is carried on, by arranging
compromises and balancing ' interests, and by imposing settlements
which the parties to the disputes have to accept.

Whereas the service function is of necessity performed consciously
and deliberately, the political function is often but not always, per-
formed as a more or less accidental by-product of a politician s effort to

get office or of a bureaucracy s effort to maintain and expand itself.



2 URBAN GOVERNMENT AS A SUBJECT FOR STUDY

Perhaps it is for this reason that many people regard "administration
or the carrying out of the service function , as the "real" justification for
government , while they look on "politics " or the process by which con-
flict is handled, as a necessary evil, if not indeed as an irrational
aberration.

Because the service function is so conspicuously important in the
government of cities , many writers have treated it as if it were , or ought
to be , the only function of city government. The usual textbook emphasis
on the service role of city government relies implicitly, and often ex-
plicitly, upon a conceptual scheme appropriate to the normative -'Jtudy of
administration. This perspective introduces a bias that hides other , per-
haps more significant , dimensions of governmental activity.

In some places , city government is indeed much more a matter of
administration than of politics. This is true in Great Britain , and also in
many small , middle-class American cities. In these places , matters are
usually decided on grounds that are (or at least seem , to be) technical
rather than political. In large , polyglot American cities , however, the
case is different. In such cities , efficiency- the avoidance of waste- is of
little or no interest to many voters, and conflict among groups and
interests is pervasive and sharp. Despite the pleas of reformers, the
people with something at stake have never agreed either to respect the
neutrality of administration and to leave certain matters out of politics
or to forego advantages that could be had by mixing local issues with
state and national ones.

But the political character of government in all of our larger and
many of our smaller cities need not necessarily be considered pathologi-
cal. The successful management of conflict is a social function valuable
enough in itself to justify, as a rule , whatever loss of efficiency in the
performance of the service functions the injection of politics into ad-
ministration may cause.

The effective management of conflict is valuable because it pennits
and encourages the expression of competing interests and opinions
while at the same time preventing the eruption of violence and the
eventual breakdown of social organization. But even more important , it
is valuable as a way of discovering the concrete content of the common
good. Political struggle is the means ,by which society develops the
meaning of justice and of good. This is so even when the particular
matter in question-say, the location of a housing project-is in itself
trivial. Even though a concrete matter may be trivial to start with , it is
often transformed and given great significance by ideological or sym-
bolic elements that are introduced to serve someone s purpose. Thus the
agitation ovet what is a trivial matter to begin with may prove useful in
the elucidation of moral questions of the deepest interest to all mankind.
For Aristotle whose categories Norton E. Long believes provide the most
appropriate framework for the study of local government, ~e city is

Introductory Note 

above all an ethic.al association. It comes into existence (to paraphrase
Aristotle slightly) for the sake of its service functions , but it exists for
the sake of the good life. How to establish empirically the influence of
regime" on the style and content of a city s government is one of the
problems discussed by James Q. Wilson in an article which stresses the
importance of comparative studies. The final reading in this section, by
Edward C. Banfield , represents an effort to apply the advice given here
on what to study and how to study it. The article (I) treats "actions
which increase conflict" (as opposed to persons) as the relevant unit of
analysis, (2) is comparative, and (3) compares two conceptions ,
citizen, constitution , and ruling class.



The Management
of Metropolitan Conflict

Edward C. Banfield

THE RAPID GROWTH of the metropolitan populations will not
necessarily have much political effect. To be sure , many new facilities,
especially schools , highways, and water supply and sewage disposal

systems , will have to be built and much private activity will have to
be regulated. But such things do not necessarily have anything to do
with politics: the laying of a sewer pipe by a "public" body may involve

the same kinds of behavior as the manufacture of the pipe by a "private

one. Difficulties that are "political" arise (and they may arise in "private
as well as in "public" undertakings) only in so far as there is conflict-
conflict over what the common good requires or between what it requires
and what private interests want. The general political situation is
affected, therefore, not by changes in population density or in the

number and complexity of the needs that government serves ("persons

the human organisms whose noses are counted by census-takers , are not
necessarily "political actors ) but rather by actions which increase
conflict in matters of public importance or make the management of it
more difficult. In what follows , such actions will be called "burdens

upon the political system.
In judging how a political system will work over time , increases

and decreases in the burdens upon it are obviously extremely relevant.
They are not all that must be considered , however. Changes in the
capability" of a system , that is , in its ability to manage conflict and to

impose settlements, are equally relevant. The "effectiveness" of a politi-
cal system is a ratio between burdens and capability. Even though the
burdens upon it increase , the effectiveness of a system will also increase
if there is a sufficient accompanying increase in its capability. Similarly,
even though there is an inrease in capability, the effectiveness of a
system Will. decrease if there is a more than commensurate increase in
burdens.

Reprinted by permission from DAEDALUS, The Journal of . the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. 90 (Winter I960), pp. 6I-78. 
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Iv. this article an impressionistic account will be given with respect
to two contrasting .political systems , the British and the American , of
the burdens metropolitan affairs place upon them and of their chang-
ingcapabilities. Naturally, the focus of attention will be upon ratios
of burdens to capabilities and upon the significance of these ratios for
metropolitan affairs.

The Tasks of British Local Government
Until recently British local government (meaning not only

government that is locally controlled but all government that deals with
local affairs) had , by American standards , very little to do. Until three
or four years ago there was little traffic regulation in Britain because
there were few cars (the first few parking meters , all set for two hours
were installed in London in the summer of 1958). Now all of a sudden
there are 500 000 cars-more per mile of road than in any other
country-and the number is iIicreasing by a net of 1 500 per day; by
1975 there are expected to be 13,500 000. Obviously, the need for roads

and parking places will be enormous. But the automobile will create
other and graver problems for local government. When there are enough
cars and highways , there will doubtless be a "flight to the suburbs." The
central business districts will be damaged , and so will mass transit (94
percent of those who now enter' London do so by public transportation)
and the green belts.

Law enforcement has been relatively easy in Britain up to now. The
British have not been culturally disposed toward violence or toward the
kinds of vice that lead to major crimes. (There are only 450 dope
addicts in all of Britain , whereas in Chicago alone there are from 12 000
to 15,000. ) British opinion , moreover, has not demanded that some forms
of vice be made illegal, much less that vice in general -be suppressed. In
England adultery is not illegal, and neither is prostitution , although it is
illegal to create a nuisance by soliciting. Physicians in England may
prescribe dope to addicts. (In the United States , where this is illegal
black-market prices prevail and the addict must usually resort to crime

1. Dame Evelyn Sharp, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Housing and Local Govern-
ment, recently pointed out that the expected population increase in England and
Wales in the next 15 years (nearly three million) is almost double the increase on
which ' plans have been based., The number of separate households, moreover, 
growing faster than the number of people. Much of the demand for new housing,
she said, is demand for better and more spacious housing. All this has increased the
pressure on land, especially on the green belt, and particularly around London, The
Government policy, she said, was to encourage the building of houses for owner
occupation, and how to follow this without wrecking the effort to preserve the green
belt was one of the most difficult problems facing the planning authorities. She said
there were also increasing demands on land by industry, for great new roads, car
parking and garaging and for power. The Times 23 October 1959.
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to support his habit. In Chicago a week's supply of heroin costs at least
$105; to realize this much , the addict must steal goods worth about
$315. According to the estimate of a criminal court judge , about $50
million worth of goods is shoplifted every year in the central business
district of Chicago by addicts. ) Never having tried to suppress drinking,
gambling, or prostitution , the British have no organized crime.

The task of law enforcement is also becoming more difficult , how-
ever. Dope addiction , and consequently crimes of violence , will increase
with the number of West Indians and others who are not culturally at
home in England. In the past year the horde 

of London prostitutes has
been driven underground , where they may prove a powerful force tend-
ing toward the corruption of the police.3 As traffic fines increase in
number and amount, the bribery of the police by motorists will also
increase. "All Britain' s big cities " an Observer writer recently said

, "

now
have enclaves of crime where the major masculine trades appear to be
pimping and dealing in dubious second-hand cars.

Even if motorists, dope addicts , and prostitutes do not seriously
corrupt it, the police force is bound to deteriorate. The British have had
extraordinarily fine policemen , partly because their social system has
hitherto offered the working class few better opportunities. As it becomes
easier to rise out of the working class , the police force will have to get
along with less desirable types. It is significant that the Metropolitan -
Police are now 3,000 men short.

State-supported schooling, one of the heaviest tasks of local govern-
ment in the United States , has been a comparatively easy one in Britain.
Four out of five British children leave school before the age of 16. The
British , it is said , are not likely to develop a taste for mass education.
They are demanding more and better state-supported schools , however
and no doubt the government will have to do more in this field. 

It would be wrong to infer that because of these changes the burden
upon the British political system will henceforth be comparable to that
upon our own or , indeed, that it will increase at all. Conceivably, the
new tasks of local government will have no more political significance
than would , say, a doubling of the volume of mail to be carried by the
post office. One can imagine , for example , two opposite treatments of
the London traffic problem , one of whi,ch would solve the problem with-

These facts were supplied by Dr. Arnold Abrams of Chicago in a private
communication,
3. The Wolfenden Committee considered this poss~bility and conclud~d t~at themeasures it proposed (chiefly to make it easier for police officers to establish annoy-

ance ) justified the risk. Its measures, the Committee said , ,:"ere not "likely to resultin markedly i.Rcreased corruption : There are other fields of crIme where the temptation
to the police to succumb to bribery is, and will continue to be, much strong~r t~an
it is here. Report of the Committee on Homosexual Offenses and ProstItutIOn
Cmnd. 247, September 1957, p. 96.

4. "Table Talk The Observer 15 May 1960.
5. Sir Geoffrey Crowther

, "

English and American Education 1ffle Atlantic
April 1960.

" '",
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out creating any burden upon the political system and the other 
of which

would leave the problem unsolved while creating a considerable burden.
Possibility I. The Ministry of Transport takes jurisdiction over

London traffic. Acting on the recommendations of a Royal Commission
the Minister declares that the central city will be closed to private
automobiles. His decision is acclaimed as wise and fair- "the only thing
to do

" -

by everyone who matters.
Possibility 2. The boroughs retain their control over traffic because

the Minister is mindful of organized motorists. People feel that it is an
outrageous infringement of the rights of Englishmen to charge for park-
ing on the Queen s highway or to fine a motorist without having first
served a summons upon him in the traditional manner. Traffic is unreg-
ulated , and everyone complains bitterly.

As this suggests

, "

governmental tasks" are "political burdens" only
if public opinion makes them so. What would be an overwhelming
burden in one society may not be any burden at all in another. What
would not be a burden upon a particular political system at one time
may become one at another. It is essential to inquire, therefore , what
changes are occurring in the way such matters are usually viewed in
Great Britain and in the United States. The factors that are particularly
relevant in this connection include: the intensity with which ends are
held and asserted; the willingness of actors to make concessions , to
subordinate private to public interests , and to accept arbitration; and
finally, the readiness of the voters to back the government in imposing
settlements.

The Relation of Citizen to Government
The British have a very different idea from ours of the

proper relation between government and citizens. They believe that it
is the business of the government to govern. The voter may control
the government by giving or withholding consent, but he may not
participate in its affairs. The leader of the majority in the London
County Council , for example , has ample power to carry into effect what
he and his policy committee decide upon; it is taken for granted that he
wm make use of his power (no one will call him a boss for doing so)
and that he will not take advice or tolerate interference 

from outsiders.
Locally as well as nationally, British government has been in the

hands of the middle and upper classes. Civil servants , drawn of course
entirely from the middle class, have played leading and sometimes
dominant roles. Most elected representatives have been middle or upper
class. The lower class , has not demanded, and apparently has not
wanted , to be governed by its own kind or to have what in the United
States is called "recognition." Although Labour has controlled the
London County Council since 1934, there have never been in the
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Counc:il any such gaudy representatives of the gutter as , for example
Alderman "Paddy" Bauler of Chicago. The unions have kept people with
lower-class attributes, and sometimes people of lower-class origins as
well, off the ballot. They would not have done so, of course, if the
lower class had had a powerful itch to have its own kind in office. (In
that case the unions would themselves have been taken over by the
lower class. ) As Bagehot said in explaining "deferential democracy,
the numerical majority is ready, is eager to delegate its power of choos-

ing its ruler to a certain select minority.
The ordinary man s contact with government inspires him with

awe and respect. (Is government respected because it pertains to the
upper classes , or does causality run the other way, the upper classes
being respected because of their association with government? The
English workingman " an Englishman who read an earlier draft of this
article said

, "

seems to think that the assumption of governmental
responsibilities calls for the solemnest of blue suits. They tend to be so
overawed by their position as to be silenced by it.

The ethos of governing bodies, then , has been middle or upper
class , even when most of their members have been lower class. So has
that of the ordinary citizen when , literally or figuratively, he has put on
his blue suit to discharge his "governmental responsibilities" at the polls.

Consequently the standards of government have been exclusively
those of the middle and upper classes. There has been great concern
for fair play, great respect for civil rights , and great attention to public
amenities-all matters dear to middle- and upper-class hearts. At the
same time there has been entire disregard for the convenience and
tastes of the working man. London pubs , for example , are required by
law to close from two until six in the afternoon, not, presumably,
because no one gets thirsty between those hours or because drinking
then creates a special social problem, but merely because the con-

venience of pub keepers (who would have to remain open if competition
were allowed to operate) is placed above that of their customers.

Similarly, trains and buses do not leave the center of London after
eleven at night, not presumably, because no one wants to go home
later, but because the people who make the rules deem it best for those
who cannot afford taxis to get to bed, early.

It is not simply class prejudice that accounts for these things. By
common consent of the whole society the tastes of the individual count
for little against prescriptive rights. When these rights pertain to the
body politic-to the Crown , in the mystique- then the tastes of the
individual may be disregarded entirely. Public convenience becomes
everything~i private convenience nothing.

As heirs of this tradition, the British town planners are in a
fortunate position. They do not have to justify their schemes by con-
sumers ' preferences. It is enough for them to show that " public values

6. Walter Bagehot The English CeJnstitution ch. IX.
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are s~;rved , for by common consent any gain in a public value , however
small, outweighs any loss of consumers' satisfaction , however large.
Millions of acres of land outside of London were taken to make a green
belt without anyone s pointing out that workingmen are thus prevented
from having small places in the country and that rents in the central
city are forced up by the reduction in the supply of land. It is enough
that a public amenity is being created (an amenity, incidentally, which
can be enjoyed only by those having time and money to go out of
London). The planning authorities of the London County Council, to
cite another example of the general disregard for consumers' tastes
consider the following questions , among others , when they pass upon
an application to erect a structure more than 100 feet in height:

Would it spoil the skyline of architectural groups or landscapes?
Would it have a positive visual or civic significance? Would it relate
satisfactorily to open spaces and the Thames? Would its illuminations
at night detract from London s night scene?

It is safe to say that the planners do not weigh the value of a gain in
visual significance" against the value of a loss in "consumer satis-

faction." In all probability they do not try to discover what preferences
the consumer actually has in the matter. Certainly they do not make
elaborate market analyses such as are customarily used in the United
States in planning not only shopping places but even public buildings.

Green belts and the control of the use of land ar~ only part of a

plan of development which includes the creatIon of a dozen satellite
towns

, "

decanting" the population of the metropolis , and much else.
Where these sweeping plans have not been realized , it has not been
because of political opposition. There has been virtually no opposition
to any of these undertakings. The real estate, mercantile, banking,
taxpayer , and labor union interests , which in an American city would
kill such schemes before they were ' started , have not even made 'gestures
of protest. The reason is not that none of them is ' adversely affected.
It is that opposition would be futile. 

The Direction of Change
Obviously, apolitical system that can ' do these things can 

much else besides. If the relation between government and citizen
in the next half century is as it has been in the past, the "govern-

7. An English friend comments: "I think you underestimate the sensitivity of
central government to local or even private pressures. Parliamentary questions and
debates, M. ' correspondence, lobbying, etc., provide plenty of opportunity for
needling Ministers. The difference (between American and British practice) is, I
think, that in Britain the government is not necessarily deflected by the pressures
although it does its best to placate them. It does not ride rough'shod over protests;
it lumbers on, writhing under the criticism and dispensing half-baked compromises.
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mental tasks" that were spoken of above will not prove to be "political
burdens" of much weight. One can hardly doubt , for example , which
of the two ways of handling London traffic would , on this assumption
be more probable.

There is reason to think , however, that fundamental changes are
occurring in the relations between government and citizen. Ordinary
people in Britain are entering more into politics, and public opinion
is becoming more ebullient, restive, and assertive. The lower class no
longer feels exaggerated respect for its betters 8 and if, as seems rea-
sonable to assume, respect for public institutions and for political
things has been in some way causally connected with respect for the
governing classes , the ordinary man s attachment to his soci~ty may
be changing in a very fundamental way. British democracy is still
deferential , but it is less so than a generation ago , and before long it
may be very little so.

It would not be surprising if the lower class were soon to begin
wanting to have its own kind in office. Lower-class leaders would
not necessarily be less mindful of the common good and of the
principles of fair play than are the present middle and upper class
ones , however, The ethos of the British lower class may not be as
different from that of the other classes as we in America, judging

others by ourselves , are likely to imagine.
There is in Britain a tendency to bring the citizen closer to the

process of government. Witness , for example , a novel experiment (as
the Times described it) tried recently by an urban district council.
At the conclusion of its monthly meeting, the council invited the
members of the public present (there were about twenty) to ask
questions. According to the Times:

The Council, having decided to cast themselves into the arms of the
electorate, had obviously given some thought to how they could extricate
themselves if the hug became an uncomfortable squeeze. The chair-
man, after expressing the hope that the experiment would be successful
suggested a few rules. It was undesirable, he said, that such a meeting
should become an ordinary debate with members of the public debating
with members of the council and perhaps members of the council
debating with each other. He decreed that the public should be restricted
to questions on policy or factual iilform ation , He finished the prelim-
inaries by saying that if things got out of hand he would rise and
would then expect all further discussion to cease.

This last precaution proved to be unnecessary, The public were

8, Such an incident as the following, which is supposed to have occurred about
the time of ,-the First World War, would be inconceivable today: Hulme (the poet)
was making ~ater in Soho Square in broad daylight when a policeman came up. "You
can t do that here," Hulme: "Do you realize you re addressing a member of the
middle class?'" at which the policeman munnured, "Beg pardon, sir " and went on
his beat. Christopher Hassall, Edward Marsh, Patron of the Arts: A Biography
(London, Longmans, Green and Company, 1959), p. 187. 
9. The Times 24 November 1959.
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pertinent, probing, and shrewd in their questions, but content to
observe the proprieties. The more vexed of domestic questions of
Nantwich (the demolition of old property, road repairs, housing, and
the like) were thrown down quickly and in every case received reasoned
replies. The atmosphere of the chamber continued to be one of high
good humor.

Carried far enough , this kind of thing would lead to the radical
weakening of government. (There is no use giving people information
unless you are going to listen to their opinions. And if you do that
you are in trouble , for their opinions are not likely to be on public

grounds, and they are virtually certain to conflict. ) The British are
not likely to develop a taste for what in American cant is called "grass-
roots democracy," however; the habit of leaving things to the govern-

ment and of holding the government responsible is too deeply ingrained
for that. What the public wants is not the privilege of participating in
the process of government but, as the Franks Committee said

, "

open-
ness , fairness , and impartiality" in official proceedings.

The tastes of the ordinary man (consumers' preferences) will be
taken more into account in the future than they have been in the

past, not because the ordinary man will demand it (he may in time
but he is far from doing so now) but because the ruling elite-
elite that will be more sophisticated in such things than formerly-
will think it necessary and desirable. The efforts of the Conservative
government to let the market allocate housing, are a case in point.
These have been motivat€ , not by desire to deprive the workingman
of advantages he has had for half a century (that would be out of

the question), but by awareness that people s tastes may be best served
in a market. The cherished green belts are now being scrutinized
by people who are aware of consumer demand for living space , and
some planners are even beginning to wonder if there is not something
to be said for the American system of zoning. It is -not beyond the
bounds of possibility that the British will exchange their system of
controls of the use of land, which as it stands allows the planner to
impose a positive conception, for something resembling ours , which
permits the user of land to do as he pleases so long as he does not
violate a rule of law. 

The conclusion seems warranted that twenty or thirty years from
now, when today s children have become political actors, govern-
mental tasks which would not place much of a burden on the political
system may then place a considerable one on it. Governmental tasks
like traffic regulation will be more burdensome politically both because
there will be insistent pressure to take a wider range of views and
interest~ into account, but also, and perhaps primarily, because the
ruling group will have become convinced that the preferences of

10. Report of the Committee on Administrative Tribunals and Enquiries Cmnd.
218, July 1958.
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ordinary people ought to count for a great deal even when "public
values" are involved. It is not impossible that the elite may come to
attach more importance to the preferences of ordinary people than
will the ordinary people themselves,

The Contrasting American Tradition
Local government in the United States presents a sharply con-

trasting picture, It has been required to do a great deal , and the nature
of American institutions and culture has made almost all of its tasks
into political burdens,

Although there have always been among us believers in strong
central government, our governmental system, as compared to the
British, has been extraordinarily weak and decentralized, This has
been particularly true of state and local government, The general idea
seems to have been that no one should govern, or failing that, that
everyone should govern together, The principle of checks and balances
and the division of power, mitigated in the Federal government by the
great powers of the presidency, were carried to extreme lengths in

the cities and states, As little as fifty years ago, most cities were
governed by large councils, some of them bicameral, and by mayors
who could do little but preside over the councils, There was no such
thing as a state administration. Governors were ceremonial figures
only, and state governments were mere congeries of independent boards
and commissions, Before anything could be done , there had to occur
a most elaborate process of give and take (often, alas, in the most
literal sense) by which bits and pieces of power were gathered up
temporarily, almost momentarily.

It was taken for granted that the ordinary citizen had a right-
indeed, a sacred duty-to interfere in the day-to-day conduct of public
affairs. Whereas in Britain the press and public have been excluded
from the deliberations of official bodies, in the United States it has
been common practice to require by law that all deliberations take
place in meetings open to the public. Whereas in Britain the electorate
is never given an opportunity to pass upon particular projects by
vote, in the United States it usually is, In Los Angeles, according to
James Q, Wilson

, "

The strategy of political conflict is more often than
not based upon the assumption that the crucial decision will be made
not by the City Council of Los Angeles, the Board of Supervisors of

the county. or the legislature of the state, but by the voters in a
referendum' election, ll 

II. James Q, Wilson A Report on Politics in Los Angeles Joint Center for Urban
Studies of ~assachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard Uniyersity, 1959,

pp,

13. 
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Lo,s Angeles is an extreme case, but the general practice of
American cities, a practice required by law in many of them, is to
get the voters' approval of major expenditures, The New York City
government, one of the strongest, is now hq.ving to choose between
building schools and making other necessary capital expenditures; it
cannot do both because the voters of the state have refused to lift the
constitutional limit on debt, Such a thing could not happen in London;
there all such decisions are made by the authorities none of whom
is elected at large,

The government of American cities has for a century been
almost entirely in the hands of the working classY This class , more-
over, has had as its conception of a desirable political system one in
which people are "taken care of" with jobs, favors, and protectIon
and in which class and ethnic attributes get "recognition." The idea
that there are values , such as efficiency, which pertain to the com-
munity as a whole and to which the private interests of individuals
ought to be subordinated has never impressed the working-class voter.

The right of the citizen to have his wishes, whether for favors
recognition " or something else , served by local government, has been
an aspect of the generally privileged position of the consumer, If the
British theory has been that any gain in public amenity, however
small , is worth any cost in consumer satisfaction , however large , ours
has been the opposite: with us, any gain to the consumer is worth
any cost to the publicL~What the consumer is not willing to pay for
is not of much value in our eyes, Probably most Americans believe that
if the consumer prefers his automobile to public transportation his
taste ought to be respected , even if it means the destruction of the cities,

We have , indeed , gone far beyond the ideal of admitting everyone
to participation in government and of serving everyone s tastes. We
have made public affairs a game which anyone may play by acting
as if" he has something at stake, and these make-believe interests

become subjects of political struggle just asjf they were real. "The
great game of politics" has for many people a significance of the same
sort as , say, the game of business or the game of social mobility, All
in fact, are parts of one big game, The local community, as Norton
E. Long has maintained in a brilliant article, may be viewed as an
ecology of games: the games serve certain social functions (they
provide determinate goals and calculable strategies , for exampl , and
this gives an element of coordination to what would otherwise be a

12, A couple of generations ago politics was literally the principal fonn of mass
entertainment, See Mayor Curley s account of the Piano-Smashing Contest, Peg- leg
Russell, the greased-pig snatch and other such goings-on at Caledonian Grove, When
the working class could pay more than twenty-five cents for its all-day family outing,
it went to Fenway Park and baseball pushed politics into second place, James M.
Curley, I'd Do It Again! (New York, Prentice Hall, 1957), pp. 54-55,
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chaotic pull and haul), but the real satisfaction is in "playing the

game.
Since the American political arena is more a playground than a

forum , it is not surprising that , despite the expenditure of vast amounts
of energy, problems often remain unsolved-after all, what is really
wanted is not solutions but the fun of the game, Still less is it surprising
that those in authority seldom try to make or impose comprehensive
solutions, The mayor of an American city does not think it appropriate
for him to do much more than ratify agreements reached by competing
interest groups. For example, the mayor of Minneapolis does not
according to a recent report

, "

actively sponsor anything, He waits for
private groups to agree on a project, If he likes it, he 'endorses it,
Since he has no formal power with which to pressure the Council

himself, he feels that the private groups must take the responsibility
for getting their plan accepted,

American cities , accordingly, seldom make and never carry out
comprehensive plans, Plan making is with us an idle exercise, for
we neither agree upon the content of a "public interest" that ought
to override private ones nor permit the centralization of authority
needed to carry a plan into effect if one were made. There is much
talk of the need for metropolitan-area planning, but the talk can lead
to nothing practical because there is no possibility of agreement on
what the "general interest" of such an area requires concretely (whether
for example, it requires keeping the Negroes concentrated in the
central city or spreading them out in the suburbs) and because , anyway,
there does not exist in any area a government that could carry such
plans into effect.l5

Change in the United States
The relation of the citizen to the government is changing in

the United States as it is in Britain, But the direction of our develop-
ment is opposite to that of the British: whereas their government is
becoming more responsive to popular opinion and therefore weaker
ours is becoming less responsive and ,therefore stronger. In state and

"3' Norton E. Long, "The Local Community as an Ecology of Games, American
Joumal of Sociology, 1958,64: 252. 

14. Alan Altshuler A Report on Politics in Minneapolis (Cambridge, JOInt . Cen ter
for Urban Studies of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard UnIversIty,
1959), pp. 11-14, The writer has described the posture of Mayor ?aley of Chicag~,
the undisputes;l boss of a powerful machine, in similar terms. ThIS suggests that It
is not lack of' power so much acg a sense of what is seemly that prevents Amencan
mayors from taking a strong line. See E. C. Banfield, Political Influence (New York, The
Free Press, 196a), ch, 9, .

15, See E, C. Banfield and M, Grodzins, Government and Housing In MetropolItan
Areas (New York , McGraw-Hill, 1958), esp, chs, 3 and 4,
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local government this trend has been under way for more than a
generatien and it has .carried far, Two-thirds of our smaller cities are
now run by professional managers , who, in routine matters at least

act without much interference, In the large central cities, mayors
have wider spheres of authority than they did a generation ago , much
more and much better staff assistance (most of them have deputies
for administrative management), and greater freedom from the elec-
torate, These gains are in most cases partly offset, and in some perhaps
more than partly, by the decay of party machines , which could turn
graft, patronage , and other "gravy" into political power, albeit power
that was seldom used to public advantage,

Reformers in America have struggled persistently to strengthen
! government by overcoming the fragmentation of formal authority
which has afflicted it from the beginning, The council manager system
the executive budget , metropolitan area organization-these have been
intended more to increase the ability of government to get things done
(its capability, in the terminology used above) than to make it less
costly or less corrupt,

One of the devices by which power has been centralized and the
capability of government increased is the special function district or
authority. We now commonly use authorities to build and manage
turnpikes, airports and ports, redevelopment projects and much else.
They generally coITI.ce into being because the jurisdictions of existing
general-purpose governments do not coincide with the areas for which
particular functions must be administered, But if this reason for them
did not exist , they would have to be created anyway, for they provide
a way of escaping to a considerable extent the controls and interferences
under which government normally labors, The authority, as a rule
does not go before the electorate or even the legislature; it is exempt
from the usual civil-service requirements , budget controls , and auditing,
and it is privileged to conduct its affairs out of sight of, the public,

The success of all these measures to stren~then government is to
be explained by the changing class character of the urban electorate,
The lower-class ideal of government , which recognized no community
larger than the ward and measured advantages only in favors

, "

gravy,
and nationality "recognition " has almost everywhere gone out of
fashion, To be a Protestant and a Yankee is still a political handicap
in every large Northern city, but to be thought honest , public-spirited
and in some degree statesmanlike is now essential, (John E. Powers the
candidate expected by everyone to win the 1959 Boston mayoralty
election , lost apparently because he fitted too well an image of the
Irish politician that the Irish electorate found embarrassing and wanted
to repudiate, ) Many voters still want "nationality recognition " it has

16, See Don K, Price

, "

The Promotion of the City Manager Plan," Public Opinion

Quarterly, Winter 1941 , pp. 563-578,
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been remarked , but they want a kind that is flattering,17 It appears to
follow from this that the nationality-minded voter prefers a candidate
who has the attributes of his group but has them in association with
those of the admired Anglo-Saxon model. The perfect candidate is of
Irish , Polish, Italian , or Jewish extraction, but has the speech, dress

and manner and also the public virtues (honesty, impartiality, devotion

to the public good) that belong in the public mind to the upper dass
Anglo-Saxon,

The ascendant middle-class ideal of government emphasizes "public

values," especially impartiality, consistency, and efficiency, The spread
of the council-manager system and of nonpartisanship, t~e short ballot
at-large voting, and the merit system testify to the change,

Middle-class insistence upon honesty and efficiency has raised the
influence and prestige of professionals in the civil service and in civic
associations, These are in a position nowadays to give, or withhold
a good government "seal of approval" which the politician must display
on his product,

The impartial expert who "gets things done" in spite of "politicians

and "pressure groups" has become a familiar figure on the urban scene
and even something of a folk hero, especially among the builders
contractors, realtors , and bankers who fatten from vast construction

projects. lS Robert Moses is the outstanding example, but there are

many others in smaller bailiwicks, The special function district or

17, In a study of politics in Worcester, Massachusetts, Robert H, Binstock has

written: "Israel Katz, like Casdin, is a Jewish Democrat now serving his fourth term
on the Worcester City Council. Although he is much more identifiably Jewish than
Casdin, he gets little ethnic support at the polls; there is a lack of rapport between

him and the Jewish voter, The voter apparently wants to transcend many features
of his ethnic identification and therefore rejects candidates who fit the stereotype of

the Jew too well. Casdin is an assimilated Jew in Ivy-League clothes; Katz, by contrast,
is old world rather than new, clannish rather than civic-minded, and penny-pinching

rather than liberal. Non-Jews call Katz a "character " Casdin a "leader." It is not

too much to say that the Jews, like other minorities, want a flattering, not an
unflattering, mirror held up to them, (Robert H, Binstock A Report on the Politics

of Worcester Joint Center for Urban Studies of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and Harvard University, forthcoming, 1960 , Section II, B , 2,

18. "In our political or business or labor organizations," Robert E, Sherwood ob-

serves in his account of Roosevelt and Hopkins

, "

we are comforted by the knowledge

that at the top is a Big Boss whom we are (ree to revere or to hate and upon whom
we can depend for quick decisions when the going gets tough, The same is true of
our Boy Scout troops and our criminal gangs. It is most conspicuously true of our
passion for competitive sport. We are trained from childhood to look to the coach
for authority in emergencies. The master-minding coach who can send in substitutes
with instructions whenever he feels like it-or even send in an entirely new team-
is a purely,~American phenomenon. In British football the team must play through
the game with the same elevefi men with which it started and with no orders from

the sidelines; if a man is injured and forced to leave the field the team goes on

playing witt! only ten men. In British sport, there are no Knute Rocknes or Connie
Macks, whereas in American sport the mastermind is considered as an essential in the
relentless pursuit of superiority." Robert E, Sherwood Roosevelt an~ HoPkins, An
Intimate History (New York, Harper & Brothers, 1948), p, 39,
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authoritY is , of course , their natural habitat; without the protection it
affords from the electorate they could not survive,

The professionals, of course , favor higher levels of spending for
public amenities. Their enlarged influence might in itself lead to
improvements in the quality and quantity of goods and services
provided publicly. But the same public opinion that has elevated the
professional has also elevated the importance of these publicly supplied
goods and services, It is the upper middle- and the lower-class voters
who support public expenditure proposals (the upper middle-class voters
because they are mindful of "the good of the community" and the
lower-class ones because they have everything to gain and nothing 
lose by public expenditures); lower middle-class voters , who are worried
about mortgage payments , hostile toward the lower class (which
threaten to engulf them physically and otherwise), and indifferent to
community-regarding values , constitute most of the opposition to public
improvements of all kinds,

Thus it happens that as Britain begins to entertain doubts about
green belts , about controls of the use of land that make much depend
~on the taste of planners , and about treating public amenity as every-

thIng and consumer satisfaction as nothing, we are moving in the
opposite direction, There is a lively demand in the United States for
green belts (the New York Times recently called "self-evident truth"
the astonishing statement of an economist that "it is greatly to be
doubted if any unit of government under any circumstances has ever
bought or can ever buy too much recreation land"

) ;

19 the courts are

finding that zoning to secure aesthetic values is a justifiable exercise
of the police power; performance zoning, which leaves a great deal
to the discretion of the planner, is becoming fashionable, and J, K.
Galbraith has made it a part of conventional wisdom to believe that
much more of the national income should be spent for public amenities,

Perhaps in the next twenty or thirty years municipal affairs will
pass entirely into the hands of honest, impartial, and nonpolitical 
experts ; at any rate, this seems to be the logical fulfillment of the

middle-class ideal. If the ideal is achieved , the voters will accept , fro
a sense of duty to the common good, whatever the experts say is
required, We may see in the present willingness of business and civic
leaders to take at face value the proposals being made by professionals
for master planning, metropolitan organization, and the like , and, in
the exalted position of Robert Moses of New York , portents of what is
to come.

The presence in the central cities of large numbers of Negroes

19: New York Times editorial, 11 April 1960. The economist was Dr. Marion
Clawson of Resources for the ,~uture, w!'lOse statement appeared in a report sponsored
by the New York MetropolItan RegIonal Council and the New York Regional
Plan Association,
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Puerto Ricans, and white hillbillies creates a crosscurrent of some

iInportance. For a generation, at least, these newcomers will prefer
the old style politics of the ward boss and his "gravy train," How this
anomaly will fit into the larger pattern of middle-class politics is hard
to imagine, Possibly the lower class will simply be denied representation.
And possibly the rate of increase of per capita income being what it

, the assimilation of these people into the middle class will take place
faster than anyone now imagines,

Summary and Conclusions
It has been argued in this paper that the task-s a government

must perform (the number and complexity of goods and services it

must supply) have no necessary relation to political matters, Tasks may
increase without accompanying increase in the burden placed upon 

political system. The important questions for political analysis, there-
fore , concern not population density or other indicators of the demand
for goods and services , but rather the amount and intensity of conflict
and the capacity of the government for managing it, Looked at from
this standpoint , it appears that the effectiveness of British government
in matters of local concern will probably decrease somewhat over the
long run. The demands that will be made upon it in the next generation
will be vastly more burdensome than those of the recent past (although

also vastly less burdensome than the same demands would be 
America), and the capacity of the government will be somewhat less,
The effectiveness of local government in the United States, on the

other hand , will probably increase somewhat, Local government has
had more tasks to perform here than in Britain , and these have imposed

enormously greater burdens. The tasks of local government will doubt-

less increase here too in the next generation, but the burdens they

impose will probably decline, American local government is becoming

stronger and readier to assert the paramountcy of the public interest
real or alleged.

Although each system has mov~d a considerable distance in the
direction of the other, they remain far apart and each retains its
original character, The British , although more sensitive to public
opinion, still believe that the government should govern, And we
although acknowledging that the development of metropolitan areas
should be_;planned , still believe that' everyone has a right to "get in on
the act" and to make his influence felt, Obviously, the differences are

crucial, a~ although the trend seems to be toward greater effectiveness

here and toward reduced effectiveness in Britain, there can be no

doubt that in absolute terms the effectiveness of the Briti~h system is
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and remain far greater than that of ours, Despite the increase in
the t~sks it must. perform, the burden upon it will remain low by
AmerIcan standards , and its capability will remain high. Matters which
would cause great political difficulty here will probably be easily
settled there,

The b~sic dyn~mic principle in both systems has not been change
In population densIty but rather change in class structure. It is the
relaxation of ~e bond

~ .

of status that has caused the British workingman
to enter more Into polItics , that has made his tastes and views count for
more , and that has raised questions about the right of an elite to decide
matters, In America the assimilation of the lower class to the middle
class and the consequent spread of an ideal of government which
stresses honesty, impartiality, efficiency, and regard for public as well
as private interest have encouraged the general strengthening of
government.

The mere absence of dispute , acrimony, unworkable compromise
and stalemate (this, after all, is essentially what the concept "effec-
tiveness" refers to in this connection) ought not, of course , to be taken
as constituting a "good" political order. Arrogant officials ' may ignore
the needs and wishes of ordinary citizens , and the ordinary citizens may
respectfully acquiesce in their doing so , either because they think (as
the British lower class does) that the gentleman knows best or (as the
American middle does) that the expert knows best, In such cases there
may be grftat effectiveness-no dispute, no acrimony, no unworkable
compromise , no stalemate-but far from signifying that the general
welfare is' being served , such a state of affairs signifies instead that
the needs and wishes with which welfare under ordinary circumstances
especially in matters of local concern, is largely concerned are not
being taken into account, To say, then , that our system is becoming
somewhat more and the British system somewhat less effective does
not by ~y ~eans im~ly "improvement" for us and' the oppos-y:e for
them, It IS qUIte conceIvable that dispute , acrimony, unworkab~ com-
promise , and stalemate may be conspicuous features of any;s'ituation
that approximates the idea of general welfare. 

Such conclusions, resting as they do on rough and, at best, com-
mon-se~se assessments, amply illustrate the difficulty of prediction
and-sInce the causal principles lie deep in social structure and in
culture-the utter impossibility within a free society of a foresi~hted
control of such matters,
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Urban Government
in the Federal System

In a country as vast as the United States, a central government cannot
very well carryon all public affairs. Some functions must be performed
on a local basis and some on a more-than-Iocal-but-Iess-than-national
one, But although some such division of labor may be an evident
necessity, the principles of it-and still less the concrete application of
the principles-have never been easy to decide upon, Where the
boundaries of the local and of the more-than-Iocal-but-Iess-than-national
jurisdictions should be drawn and what activities should be carried
on within each of them are questions that have had to be agitated
discussed, and settled anew by each generation, The rate of social
change, as well as the nature of the charige , has made impossible any
permanent or generally satisfactory answers,

Everyone agrees that local questions should be decided locally,
And everyone agrees that when the two interests conflict, the interest
of a local public should be subordinate to that of a larger one, But

in their practical application these two principles have continually
clashed, and efforts to formulate a workable compromise in abstract
terms have again and again come to nothing, Part of the difficulty
derives frpm the fact that it is impossible to define abstractly what is
local" and what is not, Moreover, the accidents of history-above all
the great compromises by which the federal system was created in
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1787-have had to be taken as fixed features of the situation, The
problem has been further aggravated by the fact that party politicians
have always been able to make political capital from mixing state and
national politics with local ones,

The first two readings of this section show the complexity of
local , state , and federal relations at the present time, Wallace S, Sayre
and Herbert Kaufman, who describe the government of New York
City, and Morton Grodzins , who presents a paradigm of federal and
state impacts on the local scene , both use the term "shared functions
and emphasize the unreality of any notion of a strict "division of
powers," The early historical developments leading to this complexity
are described by Frank J, Goodnow in an excerpt from one of the first
(1904) textbooks on city government, He shows how the centralization
that characterized local government in Colonial times was replaced by
extreme decentralization in the period of Jacksonian democracy; how
the sphere of municipal activity grew and how local government changed
from an organization for the satisfaction of local needs to one that was
also , and primarily, an agent of state government; and how the legisla-
tures interfered with the cities for political reasons, thus engendering
a long and largely unavailing struggle by them for "home rule." (For
a definition of this term , see the Glossary), The readings that follow 
bring his account up to date, Home Rule is evaluated in the light of
present circumstances by a committee of practical men, the Chicago

Home Rule Commission , who conclude that what is a proper distribu-
tion of powers between cities and states is at bottom a political question
and must therefore remain unsettled, In their discussion of "the problem
of the stable majority" (something that would not have seemed a
problem at all to Aristotle!) the anonymous authors of the Note from
the Harvard Law Review show that state courts have not hesitated to
interfere in the operation of local government when they thought
minority interests needed protection, Recently (1968) the Supreme
Court of the United States has also taken a hand in the organization of

local government, In Avery v. Midland County, Tex" it says that the
principle of "one man, one vote" applies to local as well as to state
elections. A city, town , or county, it says

, "

may no more deny the equal
protection of the laws than it may abridge freedom of speech , establish
an official religion , arrest without probable cause , or deny due process
of the law." How the central cities and the suburbs have been affected
by the court's earlier application of the " one man, one vote" rule to

the apportionment of state legislatures is analyzed by William J. D, Boyd,
The 'vapid growth of the suburbs has brought to the fore the

question of how to cope with problems that are in some sense metro-
politan. In' 196s there were 224 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(see Glossa,ry); in no case do the boundaries of an SMSA, or indeed of
a metropolitan area otherwise defined, coincide with those of a general-
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purpose government. So long as this is the case area-wide needs must
be met, if they axe to be met at all, by cooperation among general-
purpose governments having local jurisdictions and by special-purpose
ones having area-wide jurisdictions,

The most common way of dealing with metropolitan problems has
been by the creation of special districts, These, as John C, Bollens
explains , usually have only one function-for example, water supply,
sewage disposal , rapid transit, or air pollution control. If it has only
one or two functions, a special district cannot possibly plan compre-
hensively for metropolitan area development.

Many proposals have been made for a multifunctional approach,
But what functions are to be considered "metropolitan" rather than
10cal"? Oliver p, Williams, Harold Herman , Charles S, Liebman , and
Thomas R. Dye analyze this question very acutely, Edward C, Banfield
and Morton Grodzins think that the importance , as well as the number
of metropolitan problems has been somewhat exaggerated and that
in any case sweeping reforms are politically out of the question, Their
proposal for action-a realistic one , they say-is based on the ~ssump-
tion that the formal structure of government will in most places remain
essentially unchanged for a long time to come, Luther Gulick , a former
city administrator of New York and President of the Institute for
Public Administration , believes that metropolitan reorganization is one
of the urgent needs of the day, He finds more metropolitan (as opposed
to local) problems than do Banfield and Grodzins and he is more
sanguine than they about the political possibilities of change; accord-
ingly he is led to propose creation of an altogether new level of local
government,

In the final reading of this section Robert H, Connery and Richard
H, Leach put forward their view of the proper role of the Federal
government in metropolitan affairs and make some observations on
the trend of federal-local relations. It is interesting that Goodnow
writing about sixty years before them, remarked that nothing need'

be said about the federal government, since it had no connection with
city affairs.
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ing and experience in the government problems of metropolitan areas,
One of the reasons American agriculture has made the great strides it
has in less than a century is that the federal government has recognized
its importance by recruiting thousands of agricultural specialists, To
date , not even the beginnings of anything comparable have been de-
veloped for metropolitan needs , although almost two-thirds of the popu-
lation of the United States now live in metropolitan areas, The federal
government does not lack skilled engineers to build urban highways or
airports to serve urban areas , but it does lack personnel who are skilled
in the general problems of urban government, Special urban units
should be established and those already in existence should be strength-
ened in the federal agencies whose programs particularly concern
metropolitan areas,

One of the structural changes which are needed is the establishment
of a staff agency to furnish the President with continuous staff assist-
ance on metropolitan problems, Stated briefly, a Council on Metropolitan
Areas should be established by statute in the Executive Office of the
President. The Council should consist of three to five full-time members
one of whom should be designated as chairman and be assigned broad
administrative authority over the work of the Council, In addition to
such day-to-day duties as the President might assign it, the Council
should organize a program of continuing research on the impact of
federal programs on metropolitan areas, Though the Council should
have no authority to co-ordinate federal programs , it should have power
to collect data , ask questions , and make recommendations to the Presi-
dent, It should keep abreast of developments in the field through the
device of regional desks rather than by means of permanently estab-
lished field offices. An advisory group representing private research
bodies as well as state and local governmental units and interested
professional groups should be appointed to consult with the Council in
the performance of its duties.

The federal government's program for metropolitan areas should
be firmly anchored in the structure of Congress as well as in the White
House, This can best be accomplished by requiring the President to

submit an annual report to Congress or metropoJjtan problems , just as
he does on the economic state of the nation , and by creating an appro-
priate Committee on Metropolitan Problems to which the President's
report could be referred for study and action, These devices have been
used successfully with regard to economic matters , and they could be
used with equal success here, The creation of such a committee , how-
ever, shouldi not deter the present House Subcommittee on Intergovern-
mental Relations (the Fountain Subcommittee) from continuing its
studies of iJtergovernmental problems in general , with special attention
to the impoJltant problem of federal-state relations,
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III

The Machine
and Its Reform

A "MAClUNE" is a party organization held together and motivated by
desire for personal gain rather than by political principle or ideology.
To the poor in the slums , who' are its chief support at the polls , it is a
source of jobs, petty favors , and protection, To its precinct and ward
worker , it is a source of soft jobs, careers in minor elective office , and
favors-an " -at city hall, To the few who control it, it is a way ofmaking money. -

Perhaps the machine should be spoken of in the past tense, Chicago
is the only large city still run by one , and (as a reading in Section V
shows) the character of that machine is changing rapidly, Fragments of
machines survive in various stages of deterioration in many cities, Some
of these have a good deal of vitality and power , even though not enough
to take control of the city, and it is not altogether out of the question that
a change of conditions-the onset of a major depression , for example-
might return them to power ;in a few central cities where the number
of low-income Negroes , Puerto Ricans , and white hillbillies is very large,
As a general phenomenon of urban politics , however, the ,machine is a
thing of the past, The immediate causes of its decline were the intro-
duction of merit systems (which eliminated most of the patronage at
the disposal of the bosses), full employment and rising national income
(which vastly depreciated the value of such patronage as remained),
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the development of professionalized welfare services under the New
Deal , and the structural reorganization of city governments, But a more
general and long-term cause was the changing class character of the
urban electorate, Middle-class people do not want and will not tolerate
the boss and his "gravy train," and they have recently come to be in the
majority in almost every city,

For a long time the machine was a conspicuous and powerful insti-
tution in American life, Between the Civil War and the Second World
War all large cities and many small ones were at one time or another
in the grip of machines, The bosses of the big city machines were lead-
ing figures in state and national politics, Whatever its present or future
role , the machine is well worth study because of the part it has played
in our history,

There is , however, a further and perhaps more important reason for
studying it, Every political party (like every other formal organization)
must maintain what Chester 1. Barnard calls an "equilibrium of incen-
tives," That is , it must offer a combination of inducements (in the case
of the machine

, "

friendship," jobs , favors , protection , money) that will
elicit from various classes of actors (voters, precinct captains , ward
leaders , elective officials) the actions the organization requires; it must
then use these actions to replenish its supply of inducements so that it
may elicit more actions , and so on, Because of its heavy reliance upon
personal , material inducements , the machine represents an extreme-
and therefore analytically interesting- type of organization, Analysis of
the extreme type is likely to be productive of insights into the "equi-
librium of incentives" of other kinds of party organization , including
those that are very unlike it. All of the readings of this section contribute
in some way to an understanding of the machine as a system of in-
centives,

The first two readings offer general views of the machine, Martin
Meyerson and Edward C, Banfield describe the Chicago machine as it
was during the transitional period between the retirement of Mayor
Kelly and the rise of Mayor Daley, Lord Bryce s classic account is of
machines as they were in many large cities at the turn of the century,
The reader will find that the Chicago ,machine of the mid-1950 S was
strikingly like its predecessors,

George Washington Plunkitt , who started life as a butcher boy and
became a millionaire during forty years of service as a Tammany
office-holder , explains how the machine gets votes, The secret is that it
asks for sorge thing of little or no value. to the donor: note that Plunkitt's
cousin Tommy "didn t take Cany particular interest in politics" and that
~is . vote wa~ therefore Plunkitt's for the asking. The Plunkitt reading
rncI~entally conveys an impression of the amiable cynicism of the pro-
fessIOnal machine politician; perhaps William L. Riordan , "the news-
paperman who edited Plunkitt

, gilded the lily a bit, In the ne;t reading,
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Oscar.lIandlin , an historian , describes the bond between the immigrant
and the ward boss. Be says that the control of the boss rested on several
grounds: the jobs at his disposal , the feelings of group loyalty that were
focused upon him , his social role as a spokesman for the immigrant
and his having favors to give and being fair in the giving of them,

The next three readings describe the internal economy of the
machine at a higher level of hierarchy, Frank R. Kent , for many years
a writer for the Baltimore Sun, discusses two aspects of the mechanics
of control: the use of primary elections and the picking of the ticket,
William Foote Whyte, a sociologist, tells how the politician uses his
stock of resources to create the largest possible amount of support , how

he uses the support to augment his influence , how he sells the influence
for cash to buy more support , and so on in the endless cycle of organiza-
tional maintenance. Edward N, Costikyan , a former Tammany leader
brings the discussion up to date with an account of how Democrats are
motivated in New York nowadays,

Corrupt and wasteful as it was, the machine served some socially

valuable functions, Robert K. Merton, a sociologist , says that to under-
stand its role we must look at the social circumstances that prevent other
institutions from fulfilling essential social functions (the "structural
context ) and at the subgroups whose needs would remain unfulfilled if
it were not for latent (i,e, unintended and unrecognized) functions per-
formed by the machine, He lists several of these, The machine , he says

was an antidote to the constitutional dispersal ' of power, It humanized
and personalized assistance to the needy, It gave business , including

illicit business , the privileges it needed to survive, It provided a route
of social mobility for some to' whom other routes were closed, Unless

due recognition is given to the importance of these and other functions
Merton warns , attempts at reform are likely to be "social ritual rather
than social engineering," Mr, Dooley (Finley Peter Dunne , the humorist)
follows a similar line in explaining why "rayformers" almost always
fail and why he doesn t like them- or anny 'Other raypublican,

How to eliminate the machine and make democracy work has been
the subject of a great deal of theory, a representative sample of which
is presented in the second half of this section, Some of the theorists of
reform anticipated Merton s functional approach, Thus Henry Jones
Ford , writing more than half a century before , Merton , makes much of

the constitutional dispersal of power, The cities are corrupt . he says
because the executive and legislative functions are disconnected; corrup-
tion , under the circumstances , is an indispensable mechanism for over-
coming an otherwise unworkable decentralization. Lincoln Steffens, the
best known of the muckraking journalists , emphasizes another latent
function of the machine, that of affording privileges to business, espe-

cially legitimate business, Politicians, he said , are corrupt because they
are bribed by businessmen; businessmen offer bribes because they "have
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to," The cure , manifestly, was to change the system (the structural con-
text, as Merton would say), "Abolish privilege" was the advice that
Steffens , a man who prided himself on his realism , gave, Jane Addams
the founder of Hull House , wrote informatively of the way the machine
humanized assistance to the needy and gave opportunities for social
mobility, In the pages reprinted here , she dwells on a related theme: the
difference between the moral perspectives of the lower and the middle
classes, The machine politician , she says , personifies the lower-class ideal
of moral goodness, an ideal lacking sophistication because it is "i;ndi-
vidual" rather than "social" in reference, Perhaps exemplifying the moral
standards of a class is still another social function of the machine, Mr,
Costikyan , the politician , points out that in recent years the power to
exercise discretion in the distribution of governmental privileges has to
a large extent shifted from the politician to the bureaucrat, Power , he
says , always attracts the corrupt (a proposition which differs in an
interesting way from Lord Acton s famous dictum about power tending
to corrupt),
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THE NATURE AND FUNCTIONS
OF THE MACHINE

A Machine at Work
Martin Meyerson and

Edward C. Banfield

THE CITY COUNCIL , the body which would have to pass upon
any sites proposed by the Authority, consisted of 50 aldermen , with the
mayor as presiding officer, The aldermen were elected for four-year
terms from wards of roughly 25,000 to 65,000 registered voters , only
about a third of whom usually voted in aldermanic elections, (The num-
ber who voted in mayoralty elections was about twice as great. ) Nomi-
nally the office of alderman was non-partisan, Actually, however , no one

could win an election without the support of a powerful organization
and (with some rare exceptions) the only powerful political organiza-

tions ill the wards were the Democratic and Republican parties, An

alderman who did not have the support of his party "machine" ordi-

narily had no hope of reelection,
The Democratic "machine" had ruled Chicago since 1923, Catholics

were in control of it; since 1930 , with a few exceptions , they had held

the major city offices: the mayor~ city treasurer , county clerk , more than

half of the county commissioners , and two-thirds of the aldermen were
Catholics. 1 And among the Catholics it was those of Irish extraction who

were dominant in politics: one-third of the Council , including most of its
leaders, were Irish-Catholics, The other aldermen were mostly of Polish

J. William R, Gable

, "

The Chicago City Council: A Study of Urban P~litic~ and

Legislation," unpublished dissertation, Department of Political Science, UmverSIty of
Chicago, Chicago, 1953, p, 13'

Reprinted from Politics, Planning, and the Public Interest (New York: The Free
Press, .1955), pp, 64-75,
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Italian , Bohemian , Lithuanian , Slovak , or Greek extraction (in descend-
ing order of importance , these were the principal nationality groups in
the Democratic party) or of German extraction (these were Republi-
cans), 2 A few aldermen were Jews (unlike the Poles , Italians , and other
ethnic minorities , the Jews did not usually endeavor to be recognized as
a group on the party slate or in the award of patronage),3 Two were
Negroes. The numerical importance of the Irish in the Council was to
be accounted for not so much by their numbers in the electorate as by
the fact that in wards where no one ethnic group had a clear majority
they made the most acceptable compromise candidates. As one politician
explained to an interviewer

, "

A Lithuanian won t vote for a P~le , and a
Pole won t vote for a Lithuanian, A German won t vote for either 

them-but all three will vote for a 'Turkey ' (Irishman),
few of the aldermen aspired to higher political office , especially

(among those who were lawyers) to judgeships , but most of them
were in the business of being aldermen as other men are in the business
of selling shoes. Being an alderman was supposed to be a full-time
occupation , but the salary was only $5,000 , so most aldermen supple-
mented their salaries by selling something-most often insurance or
legal service (more than half of them were lawyers), Being an alder-
man was of course , very good for business.

Ordinarily, even if he were so inclined, an alderman could not

concern himself deeply with the larger issues of city government or take
a city-wide view of important problems, If he wanted to stay in office
he had to devote all of his available time and attention to the affairs of
the groups that made up his ward, He was in the Council t~ look after
the special interests of his ward and to do favors for his constituents:
to get streets repaired, to have a playground installed, to change the
zoning law , to represent irate parents before the school authorities , and
so on, In addition to activities of this kind , he had to take an interest
in the social life of his ward-to appear at weddings, funerals, and
neighborhood occasions , and to say a few well chosen words and make a

Jo~n p, ~hit

~, "

thuanians and the Democratic Party, A Case Study of
Nat ~nahty . PohtiCS III ChIcago and Cook County," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Pohtical SCIence Department , University of Chitago, Chicago, '953, p. 25.

3. Ibid. p. 28.

4. Ibid. p. 64, A candidate s ethnicity was often a decisive asset or liability; in
mIxed .wards he was most fortunate if his name was such that he could be presented as
belongIng to more than one ethnic or nationality group. Thus, Alderman Benjamin
M. Becker s ward committeeman introduced him to voters of German extraction as of
~erman extr".ftion, stressed to voters of Swedish origin that Becker s wife had lived
III Sweden and' must have Swedish blood herself, pointed out to Catholics that Becker
~as a . graduate of the DePau! University College of Law and a teacher there (thus
ImplYIllg that -he was a Cathohc) , and presented him to Jews as a Jew, If the Catholics
were fooled , no great injustice was done , for Becker s predecessor as alderman for many
years was Dr. Joseph Ross, a Catholic whom the 

Jews assumed was a Jew, (Interviewdocument.J 
',c,-,c~=~=~---
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small-donation whell called upon, If he had any time left , he might think
about the problems of the city as a whole, But whatever he thought, he
was expected to work for his ward first,

From a formal standpoint , the 50 aldermen governed Chicago, 5 The

Council made appropriations for all municipal purposes, it awarded
franchises to and regulated the rates of public utility companies , it
passed on appointments presented by the mayor, and (within the
authority given it by the state) it could create new city departments at '
will, The mayor could send or read messages to the Council , he could
vote when there was a tie (or when more than one-half of the aldermen
had already voted for a measure), and he had a veto (including an item
veto over appropriations acts) which could be overridden by a two-thirds
vote. In principle , each alderman was the independent agent of his
ward, From a formal standpoint , then , the Council was a good deal like
a league of independent nations presided over by a secretary-general.

In fact, however , there existed two sets of informal controls by
which the aldermen s independence was very much limited and qualified.
One set of controls was the leadership of the Council itself. Half a dozen
of the most powerful Democratic aldermen- the "Big Boys," they were
sometimes called-working usually with the mayor, effectively con-

trolled the whole Council when matters of interest to them or to the
mayor were at stake, They did this in part by controlling committee
assignments, Unless an alderman could get on an important committee

his power in the Council was small. And unless he cooperated with the
chairmen of the important committees and especially with the chairman
of the Finance Committee (whose salary was $8 500 , who was provided
a limousine with a police chauffeur , and who had an office second only
to the mayor s in splendor), he could not hope to get anything done for
his ward, Any measure that required an appropriation had to go to the
Finance Committee , and so , as one alderman explained , the chairman of
that committee "sits at the gate of accomplishment for any alder-

man, . . , 6 Indeed , if an alderman fell foul of the Finance Committee
chairman or of any of the "Big Boys" he might be punished by having
some city service to his ward reduced or suspended, On the other hand
even if he were a Republican , he could expect generous treatment from
the leadership if he "played ball."

The other set of informal controls operated through the 'party or
machine, An alderman had to stay in favor with his ward committeeman

Le" the party leader in his ward-or else be the committeeman him-
self, The ward committeeman made all of the important decisions for

5. The city could exercise only those powers doled out to it by the state legislature,
however, and so it might be more accurate to say that the city was governed by the
state, See Barnet Hodes, "'The Illinois Constitution and Home Rule for Chicago, " 15
Chicago Law Review 78 (1947),
6, Interview document,
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the party, within the ward, The Committeeman was elected in the
primary every four years (usually he could keep an opponent off the
ballot by raising technical objections to his petitions) and so his power
rested in part upon a legal foundation, From a legal standpoint , he was
entitled to receive and disburse party funds , to manage campaigns , and
to represent the leaders of the party within the ward, In fact he was
commonly the "boss of the ward; the party organization in the ward
belonged" to him, He decided who would run on the party s ticket within

the ward , he appointed and dismissed precinct captains at will , and he
dispensed patronage. As a member 

of the City and County Central Com-
mittees of his party, he particiapted in selecting its candidates for all
city, county, and state offices and for Congress. (Half of Illinois ' 26
Congressional districts were in greater Chicago.

) In each of the party
governing bodies his vote was in proportion to the total primary vote
for his party in the last election; this of course gave hidJ. an incentive
to "turn in" the biggest vote possible,

No salary went with the office of committeeman , but most of the
committeemen held one or more public jobs and some of them ran
businesses which were profitable because 

of their political connections,
William J, Connors , Democratic boss of the 42nd ward (the district

described by Zorbaugh in The Gold Coast and the Slum), 7 may be taken
as reasonably representative of at least some other ward committeemen,
In I950 Connors , who was in the insurance business , was on the public
payroll in two capacities: as a state senator and as a bailiff 

of Municipal
Court, His way of running his ward was described as follows:

That Connors provides well for his workers is undeniable, Not only
does he have a great many jobs, to distribute

, but he is a source of funds
if any of his men need to borrow. He supports them when they are in
difficulty with the law, as sometimes happens , and takes an interest in
their family affairs, His relationship with them is that 

of a benevolent
despot, He holds the power to withdraw their source 

of livelihood and to
banish them from active work in the party and from their power posi-
tions in the community. He is the sole dispenser 

of the campaign funds
from the party superstructure and the candidates, He may establish the
assessments of the jobholders at any rate he desires without consulting
them. He makes the party commitments to the county and city organs
without a canvass of the captains ' opinions and then demands complete
obedience to these decisions, He may move a captain from one precinct
to another at his discretion and is of course , the sole source of patronage
distribution.

The committeeman generals his workers much like a military leader
might. He_ plots the strategy of the campaign , estimates the difficulties
that may be encountered

, '

and decides the amount and allocation 

money to ~e spent, He shifts captains from one point to another when
7, Harvey W. Zorbaugh, The Gold Coast and the Slum University of Chicago Press,

Chicago, 1929, p. :i87. 
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calledJor, He attempts to build good precincts over a long period of time.
Such "building requires several years and may involve extensive trials
and changes. Jobs are distributed not only on the basis of the effective-
ness of the captain but in regard to the total effects such distribution
may have, It happens occasionally that a strong Democrati~ captain ~as
a smaller number of jobs allotted to him than one who IS attemptIng
to build up a Democratic precinct in the face of strong Republic~n com-
petition. Thus in one precinct which casts a heavy Democra

.uc vote
there are only two jobs besides the captain , while another precInct that
turns in only a slight Democratic majority is staffed by nine jobholders
in addition to the captain,

The committ~e respects the unity of the precinct organization and the
authority of the captain and his workers, As long as the captai s ac

tivities are successful and his conduct does not threaten the party s vote-
getting power, Connors does not interfere with t~e inter~al str~cture,
The captain selects his own assistants and nomInates . hI~ chOIces to
receive public jobs, He assumes the responsibility for building an eff~c-

tive precinct organization, He decides how party funds allocate~ to hun
will be distributed and to a certain extent how they will be obtaIned, He

and his men must share the responsibility of contributing ~hatever
additional money is necessary beyond that sent from the party s head-

quarters. Connors' respects the autonomy of the captain in th~s ar~a 

personal influence, Captains mayor may not distribu~e . ampaign litera-
ture, pay cash for votes , engage in fraudulent actIvItIes or arrange
precinct meetings of the voters, The only important chec~ 0 the
captain s conduct is the final tabulation of votes at each election.

Any ward committeeman who cared to coul~ have h~mself nomi-

nated alderman, If he chose not to run for office hunself (like Connors
he might prefer to be on the public payroll in another capacity), ~e ma
sure that the candidate was someone who would work closely w~th ~un

in ward affairs and offer no challenge to his control of the organIzation,

Naturally," an alderman once explained

, "

he (the w
::rd committeeman)

doesn t want to get a man who will build himself roto a p,i!wer so he

can take the organization away from thecommittee~an, If the alderman

doesn t do what the ward ,committeeman wants hIm W do, the~ the

committeeman will dump him at the next election."9 Some commIt~ee-

men treated their aldermen as errand boys, others paid little attentIOn

to them, and still others treated them as friends, partners, and col-

laborators.lo 
If an alderman became powerful enough , he might unseat hIS com-

mitteeman and become the ward boss himself, But even in this case he
Neher "The Political Parties in Chicago s 42nd Ward," unpublishedeonar

Ch' 
dissertation, Department of Political Science, UnIversIty 0 lcago, Icago, 1 5 '
pp, 65-66, 
9. W, R. Gable, op, Clt. p, 74, '

t "The Ward Comitteeman in ChIcagO, unpubhshed Issertatron,10, ames . u, 
Department of Political Science, University of Chicago, ChIcago, 1953, p, 5 '
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could not be independent of the machine, The leaders of the Central
Committee could bring him into line by withholding patronage or dis-
charging public employees from his ward , by denying him financial
sup~ort f~om. the party s general coffers at election time or by allowing

an mvestlgatlon of graft and corruption to take place in his ward, If it
saw fit, the Central Committee could destroy a ward organization-and
thus a ward committeeman-by these means, but it could do , of

course , only at the cost of impairing, at least temporarily, the effective-
ness of the machine, Since its purpose was to win elections , a major
concern of the machine was "harmony." Only if a committeeman failed
to support the party s slate was he likely to be disciplined severely. If
they wanted a favor from him , party leaders would offer him a favor
-usually patronage-in return,

To increase their power vis- a-vis the Central Commi\tee leadership,
ward committeemen formed factional alliances or blocs," Usually these
alignments were on a geographical basis- thus , for example , there were
South Side and West Side blocs of ward committeemen,

In order to maintain itself and to accomplish its purposes, any
organization must offer incentives of the kinds and amounts that are
necessary to elicit the contributions of activity it requires. It must then
use these contributions of activity so as to secure a renewed supply 

resources from which further incentives may be provided-it must , in
other words , maintain what Chester Barnard has called an "economy 

incentives or else cease to exist.n
In Chicago a political machine distributed "gravy to its officials , its

financial backers , and to the voters, In this way it induced them to con-

tribute the activity it. required- to ring doorbells on election day, 
give cash , and to go to the polls and vote for its candidates-and in this
way it gained possession, through its control of the city or county

government of a renewed supply of gravy,
As the word "gravy" suggests , the incentives upon which the

machines relied were mainly mate.rial, Some prestige attached to being
a ward politician; there was fun in playing the political "game ; there
was satisfaction in being on the inside ; and sometimes there was even
an ideological commitment to an issue: the party, or a candidate, But
these non-material incentives were not ordinarily strong enough to elicit
the amount and kind of activity that a machine required from its work-
ers. What I look for in a prospective captain " a ward committeeman
told an interviewer

, "

is a young person-man or woman-who is in-
terested in getting some material return out of his political activity. I
much prefer this type to the type that is enthused about the 'party cause

11. ~hester I. Barnard The Functions of the Executive Harvard Unive)"sity Press,
~ambndge, 1938, Ch. XL. Barnard discusses the special case of the politicKI organiza-
tIon on pp, 156-157,
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or all 'hot' on a particular issue, Enthusiasm for causes is short- lived

but the necessity of making a living is permanent,
The "material retiIrn" that the party offered a worker was gen-

erally a job on the public payroll, Committeeman Connors , for example

had at his disposal in 1952 an estimated 350 to 500 jobs and the total
public payroll to Democratic workers in his ward was conservatively

estimated at $1 320 000.
Although jobs were the most visible of the material returns the

party gave its workers, other opportunities to make money may have
been more valuable. An alderman or committeeman who was a lawyer
an insurance man or a tavern owner could expect to profit greatly from

his association with the party. Whether he was profiting lawfully or un-

lawfully it was often impossible to tell, Alderman Sain and his ward
committeeman County Commissioner John J, Touhy, for example , were

partners in an insurance business, "We handle a lot of business

question about it " Touhy once blandly told a reporter, "I assume its just
good business in the ward to carry insurance with US,

Even with the voters the machine did not make its appeal on the
basis of issues or ideology. It offered them certain non-material in-
centives-chiefly the friendship and protection of its precinct captains-
but in the main with them, as with the party workers , it relied upon

gravy. " Just as it gave its workers jobs and opportunities 
to make money

in exchange for their services so it gave its loyal voters "favors -special
services and preferential treatment at the hands 

of its members and de-
pendents who held city or county jobs-in exchange for their votes.

The party s agent in exchanging friendship and favors for 
votes was

the precinct captain,15 In 1950 a representative captain described his

work as follows:

I am a lawyer and prosecuting attorney for the City, I have spent 19
years in precinct work and have lived and worked in my present precinct
for three and a half years,

12, H. Dicken Cherry, "Effective Precinct Organization," unpublishfid dissertation,

Department of Political Science, University of Chicago, Chicago, 1952. 
13, Leonardo Neher , op, cit" p. 76. 
14, Chicago Daily News, August 27, 1949. Some years earlier the qticago Daily News

compiled a list of the ordinances introduced by Sain over a fiveC'"month period and

then inquired of the people who were speCially benefited by these ordinances whether
they had recently bought insurance of the, firm of Touhy and Sain, It turned out that
many of them had. (September 24, 1940,

15. In a vivid account by David Gutmann, the Chicago precinct captain is descr~bed

as a "salesman," Mr. Dolin (the precinct captain) is a go-between between his party,

which has services and favors to sell the public in exchange for the public s votes, and

the public, or at least the segments of it which are willing to exchange their 
votes for

services-often enough to swing a close election. In this relationship the vote stands for

currency, the party is the manufacturer or the supplier, the public is the consumer, and

Mr. Dolin the door- to-door salesman. , , , To the party the vote has ' commodity ' or

exchange value, in that it represents a fraction of the total sum of votes needed by the
party to gain exclusive control over the ' tons ' of patronage whereby it holds power, and
to gain access to the financial resources of the community." (David Gutmann

, "

Big-

Town Politics: Grass-Roots Level, Commentary, 17: 1, February 1954, p, 155.
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I try to establish a relationship of personal obligation with my people
mostly small shopkeepers and eighty per cent Jewish. I spend two or
three evenings a week all year round visiting people, playing cards
talking, and helping them with their problems, My wife doesn t like

this, but it is in my blood now, I know ninety per cent of my people by
their names,

Actually I consider myself a social worker for my precinct. I help my
people get relief and driveway permits. I help them on unfair parking
fines and property assessments. The last is most effective in my
neighborhood.

The only return I ask is that they register and vote. If they have their
own opinions on certain top offices , I just ask them to vote my way on
lower offices where they usually have no preferences anyway.

I never take leaflets or mention issues or conduct rallies in my pre-
cinct. After all, this is a question of personal friendship between me and
my neighbors. I had 260 promises for Korshak in this primary,

On election day I had forty or fifty people help me because this was
a "hot" campaign. All they had to do was to get out their own family and
friends. I used to lease an apartment near the poll where I gave out
drinks and cigars , but I don t do this any more.

I stayed inside the poll most of election day, especially during the
vote counting, If something went wrong, you could have heard Ifle yell
all over the precinct. Actually there isn t as much fraud now as there
used to be.

Abner (the PAC candidate) was not really a threat in my precinct,
He had seven workers but they contacted only their friends. No one feels
obligated to them and they worked only during the campaign, Abner
campaigners were naive. They expected to influence people"'by issues
and they relied on leaflets and newspaper publicity which is not effective,
Besides, Abner (Negro) is not hard to beat in a white precinct, I just
carried a picture of both candidates around with me,

I can control my. primary vote for sure because I can make the party
regulars come out. I don t encourage a high vote here, just a sure vote.
In the general election there is much more independent voting, and I
can t be sure of control.16

In the conservation areas , especially, the precinct captain was often
active in the neighborhood improvement association and a leader 
efforts to keep "undesirable people" out of the neighborhood, An inter-
viewer who spoke to 30 precinct captains in 1951 found that 16 of them
had been approached by voters who wanted help in preventing Negroes
and Jews from moving into the neighborhood, Some of these cap-
tains invented slogans and ran campaigns on an issue such as: "The

neighborhood is a good' clean neighborhood. Let's keep 
that way!" A captain was likely to learn about it almost immediately if
a landlord ;r;ented to an "undesirable ; very often the captain would go

16. Quoted in Fay Calkins, The CIO and the Democratic Party, T)niversity ofChicago Press; Chicago , 1952, pp, 67-68. 
- ,.o"',o,,,
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to the landlord to .urge in the name of civic pride that he discriminate
and to point out that property values would decline if he did not.

In heavily Democratic precincts the owners of rooming houses
sometimes consulted with their precinct captains about new roomers
and assisted the party workers with their canvass at election time, In
some cases these owners refused to permit Republican workers to enter
their buildings, The loyalty of the rooming house owner to the Demo-
cratic party was not a matter of ideology; the owner who did not co-
operate with the precinct captain could expect a visit from the city
building inspector the next dayY

In addition to the services of party workers and voters , the machine
needed cash, (It usually cost about $40 000 to elect an alderman. ) This
it raised by assessing the salaries of people who owed their jobs to the
party, from the proceeds of ward-sponsored affairs such as picnics , box-
ing matches , and golf days , and in contributions from individuals and
organizations who wanted to be on good terms with the party or, per-
haps , even to help its candidates win,18 These were all considered
legitimate S9urces of revenue. In some wards, however , money was
raised by promising favors or threatening injury to business interests
especially to those interests-e, g" taverns , hotels , and nightclubs-which
were subject to inspection and licensing laws, Business people who
wanted favors-a change in the zoning law , a permit to operate a tavern
a tax adjustment , and so on-were expected tb pay for them in cash,
In some wards there was even said to be a fixed schedule of prices for
such favors, Whether the money so received went to support the party or
to support personally the ward' committeeman , the alderman , and their
cronies was seldom clear; indeed , in many wards no real distinction
could be made between the coffers of the party and the pockets of the
boss: the ward organization "belonged" to the boss,

The most profitable favors were of course those done for illegal
enterprises. In giving protection to gambling joints , unlawful taverns
and houses of prostitution some politicians joined with racketeers to
form a criminal syndicate. 2O A by-product of their activity was the syste-

17. H. D. Cherry, op. cit. pp. 67-68.
18. Neher op. cit. p. 92.
19, If he thought the transaction was likely to be profitable, the ward boss might

sell the services of his organization to the opposition. He might be criticized for doing
this, but he was not likely to be unseated; after an, the organization "belonged" to
him.

20. ". , , the criminal syndicate, " according to Aaron Kohn, chief investigator for
the Emergency Crime Committee of the City Council

, "

can be described as consisting
of political officials, having the power and responsibility to enforce the laws, who ma-
liciously withhold that power in exchange for money and support from hoodlums , vice
operators, professional gamblers, and other community enemies, to aid them in their
political ambitions. " Independent Voters of Illinois, The Kohn Report; Crime and Poli-
tics in Chicago Chicago, 1953, p, iii, However, after two months ' inquiry a grand jury
in the Spring of 1954 gave up its efforts to uncover specific links between crime and
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matic corruption of the police force; in one way or another officers were
either bribed or discouraged from doing their duty, "After you find out
how many places are protected by the ward politicians " a patrolman of
long service told an investigator

, "

you just stay out of the way so you
won t be around when something happens,

The machines were most effective in delivering 
votes in the pre-

cincts where they were most corrupt. In general, these were in the
skid-row" districts and the slums , where votes were cheapest and illegal

activities most numerous, The "river wards" in the decaying center and
on the West Side of the city were the most solidly organized and ' the
most corrupt, Here "social absenteeism

" -

the departure of socially ar-
ticulate leaders of the community-had reached such a point that the
machine politicians had the field to themselves. 22 It was almost unthink-
able that an alderman in one of these wards might lose at the polls
because he took an unpopular stand on an issue. If he lost, it was
because his committeeman "dumped" him , because the committeeman
sold out to the opposition , or because the opposition managed to build a
more powerful machine , but it was not because the voters disliked his
stand on any issues, These "river wards" were in sharp contrast to the
so-called "newspaper wards" particularly on the North Side where voters
usually split the ticket in the way a newspaper advised, The alde'rmen
in the "river wards" could afford to be contemptuous of the newspapers;
in their wards editorials were words wasted,

Although corruption in varying degrees was widespread in both
parties , it was by no means universal in either. Some Democratic and
some Republican wards were probably almost entirely "clean" and even
in wards which were not "clean" there were aldermen and other officials
who were not parties to the "deals" that were made in the back rooms.
The honest aldermen , however , got little credit or encouragement from
the voters, Many people seemed to think that all politicians were corrupt
and that if an alderman did not use his office for personal profit it was
because he was a fool, When a North Side alderman bought his boy a
football suit and helmet the other children in the neighborhood said
Look at the alderman s son," suggesting ill-gotten funds, The alderman
himself drove a two-rear-old Dodge instead of the Cadillac that he could
well afford , but even this did not convince his constituents that he was

politics in Chicago, "If an alliance exists " the jurors said, "it might be disclosed with
funds to conduct undercover work. . . . Chicago Sun- Times May 1 , 1954,21. Independent Voters of Illinois The Kohn Report; Crime and Politics in
Chicago Chicago, 1953, p. 10.

22. See the ,_discussion of social absenteeism- in Morris Janowitz The CommunityPress in an Urban Setting, The Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois, 1952 , p. 214. Janowitz
notes that social absenteeism contributes to the decay of the ideological element inpolitics, t~us creating "a new kind of hoodlumism in politics" and making possiblesudden shIfts from one party to another which have no 

significance in terms of thetraditional political allegiances. 
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hon~st.23 This widespread cynicism tended, perhaps, to give the alder-
men a low conception of their calling and to encourage irresponsibility
on their part,

Some of the honest men, the Mayor among them , did less than they
might have done to put a stop to cL~rruption. The fact was that they
needed for themselves or for their party the support of the powerful

bosses in the corrupt wards, So , for that matter , did many other inter-
ests , both liberal and conservative , in city, state , and nation,

23. Interview document. As this study went to press a committee . of the Chicago
Bar Association filed charges against this very alderman after the Sun- TImes had accused

him of fe!'.-splitting in zoning cases,
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Good Government"

GOOD government" is put in quotation marks because for more than a
hundred years it has been part of the jargon ' of the municipal reform
movement, (In Lincoln Steffens ' day reformers were called " goo-goos
by unregenerate boodlers because they used the words so much. ) In the
jargon , good government meant government that was honest, impartial
and efficient- the kind of government that would exist (so the reform-
ers thought) once the machines were destroyed

, "

petty politicians
driven out, and public-spirited citizens like themselv~s elected to office,
Good government in this sense was neither very democratic nor very
much concerned with the needs and wishes of the low-income and low-
status elements of the community, But whereas to the reformers the
machine represented evil, good government represented virtue.

The ideal of "good government" was a class ideal, of course, As
Jane Addams explained in a reading in the previous section , there is
wide difference in the moral perspective of middle- and of lower-class
voters, The lower class thinks of "goodness" in terms of some advantage
for the individual or the family, whereas the middle class thinks of it
in terms of the community or some larger abstract public, From the
standpoint of the middle-class ethic, characteristically that of native
Yankee-Protestants and Jews, the task of government is to serve the
community as a whole." Implicit ill this idea is the notion that the

community is an entity that has ends or purposes different from those
of the individuals who comprise it. In this view, the ends of individuals,

267
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indeed, of all private , local , or partial interests-should be subordi-
nated to the "community as a whole. " Therefore politics, instead of
being a competitive struggle among partial interests , ought to be a
cooperative search for the implications of communal interests, In this
search the expert-one who is both disinterested and possessed of spe-
cial technical qualifications-should playa leading, and perhaps a
decisive , part.

It will be seen that this conception of politics implies an altogether
different set of institutional arrangements than does the individualistic
lower-class conception, It implies nonpartisanship (for the interest 
a party is less than , and therefore opposed to , that of the "community
as a whole ), election at-large rather than on a ward basis, and a
strong, independent executive who will ignore special interests and
assert his "impartial" conception of the interest of the "community as
a whole," The nonpartisan election system and the council-manager
form of government are both expressions of these general principles,
Proportional representation , which the promoters of the council-man-
ager plan tried for a time to link with it , did not fit this underlying
logic , and, as Don K. Price explains , never had the popularity of the
other reforms,

The middle-class, Yankee-Protestant belief that government is
mainly a matter of honest , impartial , and efficient pursuit of the interest
of the "community as a whole" (and not at all one getting petty favors
protection , or advantage for one s family, ethnic group, or ward) leads
of course, to a conception of government as "administration " or the

businesslike conduct of service functions , rather than as "politics " or

the management of conflict, It is not surprising, therefore, to find a
conservative like Andrew D, White (the first president of Cornell Uni-
versity) and a progressive like Brand Whitlock (a novelist who in 1905
became the first nonpartisan mayor of Toledo) both supporting non-
partisanship on the grounds that city affairs should be kept clear of
state and national politics, Both of these men , it must be added, saw
other advantages in nonpartisanship, White believed it would put affairs
out of the reach of the city proletariat. Whitlock thought that, by elimi-
nating the machine , it would make , democracy work,

In practice , the nonpartisan system has by no means always kept
the parties out of local elections, Robert L. Morlan , a political scientist
describes the actual working of a nonpartisan system in Minneapolis
one of the many cities where the parties , although without any formal
standing~ do a good deal of prompting and managing from the wings.

The ' relation of the' city manager movement to the general doc-
trines of .~good government" is explained by Don K. Price , now the Dean
of the John F, Kennedy School of Government at Harvard, He shows
that the ' main motivation of the reformers was not to .;overturn the
machine (cities that would accept the council-manager plan were likely

"~~,~"c=~=
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to he middle-cla~s ones that had no machines) but rather to make
government more effective and more democratic. It was a mistake
Price says, to think that the city manager could "administer" policy,
leaving the making of it to others, The most influential spokesman for
the point of view Price here attacks was the late Professor Leonard D,
White , who argued , in a book that did much to establish doctrine about
the city manager profession, that a city manager who attempted to
furnish the brains , enthusiasm , and leadership to decide policy for his
city would risk having his program rejected and his position weakened,
Charles R. Adrian brings some facts to bear upon this old dispute.

Observations in three cities that have had managers for more than
twenty-five years , he says , show that the managers have been leaders
in policy matters-indeed , that they could not help being so even when
they tried-but that they have preferred to attribute innovations 

policy to others, That even an able manager may not be able to survive
when a mayor (also able) takes the bit in his teeth is shown by Bruce
Kovner in his account of the resignation of Elgin Crull of Dallas,

What Harold A. Stone , Don K. Price , and Kathryn H, Stone have to
say about the theory of the city manager plan in their "Three Funda-
mental Principles" applies equally to nonpartisanship and may be taken
as a general account of the theory of the "good government" movement.
Implicit is the idea that the community has an interest "as a whole
that the main problem of governmental organization is to give effective
and consistent expression to this interest, arid that this is to be done
by preventing "special interests" from asserting themselves while at the
same time giving "impartial experts -especially the city manager-a
free hand. Charles A. Beard, the historian , disputes the premises of
this theory, Group conflict is inevitable in a major city, he says , and
issues are more frequently pretexts than causes of partisanship, His
article is somewhat marred by a confusing use of the word "partisan.
Apparently Beard thinks of nonpartisanship, not as a system in which
state and national parties play no part (the accepted, meaniIig of the
term), but as one in which there are no factional groupings at all, This
misunderstanding makes it difficult to follow his criticism of nonpar-
tisanship, but it makes his criticism of the fundamentals of the "good
government" position all the more pertinent,

U sing relatively "hard" data on asampk of 200 cities with popula-
tions of 50 000 or more in 1960 , Robert L, Lineberry and Edmund p,
Fowler show that nonpartisan elections, at-large constituencies, and
manager governments have in fact substantially fulfilled the reformers
hopes by insulating policy decisions from political conflict. As they
point out , it is impossible to use contemporary census data to explain
the adoption long ago or reform institutions, Their evidence is of the
impact these institutions have had,

In the final reading of this section , James E. Reichley, a novelist
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and political scientist, criticizes "good government" as he observed it
in Philadelphia. In his view, the efforts of upper-class Protestant re-
formers have emptied political life of much of its interest and meaning.
This accounts, he says , for the impermanence of reform and for its
lack of real accomplishment, He believes that excessive individualism
has led the Protestant elite away from politics , one of man s natural

interests, The conclusion as to the reason for the Protestant elite s with-
drawal is of course incompatible with the line of analysis in this intro-
ductory note, In the editor s opinion , the Protestant elite withdrew from
city politics because the only kind of politics it thought moral-a
politics of community rather than of individual or group interest-was
impossible in the institutional and cultural setting of the large
American city,
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NONP ARTISANSHIP

Municipal Affairs
Are Not Political

Andrew D. White

WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST EXAGGERATION we may assert that
with very few exceptions , the city governments of the United States are
the worst in Christendom- the most expensive; the most inefficient, and
the most corrupt, No one who has any considerable knowledge of our
own country and of other countries can deny this, , , ,

What is the cause of the'difference between municipalities in the
old world and in the new? I do not allow that their populations are
better than ours, What accounts

, '

then , for the better municipal develop-

ment in their case and for the miserable results in our own? My answer
is this: we are attempting to govern our cities upon a theory which
has never been found to work practically in any part of the world"

V arious forms of it were tried in the great cities of antiquity and of the
middle ages , especially in the medi~val republics of Italy, and without
exception they ended in tyranny, confiscation , and bloodshed, The same
theory has produced the worst results in various countries of modern
Europe, down to a recent period, 

What is this evil theory? It is simply that the city is a political
body; that its interior affairs have to do with national parties and issues,
My fundamental contention is that a city is a corporation; that as a
city it has nothing to do with general political interests; that party
political names and duties are utterly out of place there, The questions

in a city are not political questions, They have reference to the laying

Reprinted from Forum, December, r890, where it appeared under the title

, "

The
Government of American Cities,

27I
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opportunity for active political participation to the larger number of
ordinary citizens. But why should these citizens feel frustrated over

being denied the opportunity for political participation when, as we

have argued, the economic motive for political activity is not a very

intense one?
This returns us to the question of what the "boys" really mean

when they say they "love politics." We have admitted that the quest for
status is involved in this motivation , as no doubt it is with the urge

that the ordinary citizen may feel toward the political realm, But we
have also suggested that status hunger alone cannot explain the

satisfaction the "boys" seem to gain from their work, just as it does not
explain the clear emotional return experienced by a Joe Clark or a

Richardson Dilworth or a Thacher Longstreth. Let us look more 
closely

at the concept

, '

10ve politics." What, after all, is politics? Politics, we

are told, is who gets what , when , and how. Viewed in one light, no

doubt, But if that is politics , then what is economics? Is not economics
also who gets what , when , and how? Are politics and economics then

identical? Hardly, since there are clearly economic activities-like

selling automobiles and buying cucumbers-that are not political

activities, Is politics, then, a division within the general class of

economics? One thinks not, The feeling of frustration associated with

reform, for instance , seems to have little economic basis, and neither,

does the feeling of camaraderie that is so valued by the "
boys." Is

not politics more truly defined , all things considered , as the expression

of the will of the individual within the society of his fellows, or, more

completely, the participation of human beings in the activities of

conserving, distributing, and improving the values that are 
created by

a civilized community? In short, is not politics the "art of government

And if this is true, is not the question of why human beings should

10ve politics" similar to the question of why men should love women?

Is not the answer to both, that is , that it is the nature of the beast? Is

it not true, then, that political activity is a normal manifestation of

human nature, and the real question is: Why should there be men

who do not love politics?
With this question in mind, let 'us return for another look at the

Protestant group whose mores have set the dominant pattern in the

United States, and whose general lack of political interest has been

used as an argument in favor of the theory that politics , insofar as

is not economic, is a "status-conferring" function. Let us suggest now:
that the general lack of political activity among members of the
Protestant, middle class is due not so much to the fact that they may -

be in a secure status position as to the effect of any unduly individual- 

istic philo'sophy which over-emphasizes the private will at the expense

of the social context in which it seeks to operate,

- ,
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The Trend of Ur~n Politics

THE most significant single fact for the future of urban politics in
America is its changing class character, Until recently, our cities have
been predominantly working class, Today, they are in most cases pre-
dominantly middle class , and soon they will be overwhelmingly so,

What has happened , according to Samuel' Lubell , is that the sons and
daughters, and the grandsons and granddaughters , of the immigrants
(the "old underdog elements ) have climbed into ' the middle class.
These new elements of the middle, class are different from the old
middle class in several important respects, Having nulde their gains

, during a time of depression and war , they do not share the hostility of
the older middle-class generation to Big Government, And whereas

the old middle class was preoccupied with the task of creating a
nationwide economy, Lubell thinks that the new middle class is ready
for an "adventure in social unification." This "new frontier " he says

is the creation of the kind of nationwide social structure required by an
industrial civilization, It is, therefore , an "urban frontier."

Lubell overlooks one striking feature of the situation: in spite of

the differences in their history and outlook, the new middle classes
have accepted the political ethos of the old. They have moved from what
Jane Addams called a "personal" to a "social" morality. Most of those
who were Catholic in theology before are so still, but they have become
Yankee-Protestant in their political ethos, They are avid for ethnic
recognition (Lubell points out that in this they differ from the old
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middle class), but they want a kind of recognition that is flattering by
the new standards they have come to accept, To have a surname that
marks one as a member of what Mayor Curley of Boston called "the

newer races" is a political advantage in any large city, but only when it
is accompanied by attributes-not only speech, dress, and manner

but also public virtues: honesty, impartiality, and regard for efficiency-
that the public mind associates with the old Yankee-Protestant elite,
The "new immigrants" indignantly reject those political ways-above
all , the boss and the machine- that remind them of their pre-middle-
class past. Thus , as Frank J. Sorauf explains, patronage , an indis-

pensable element in the equilibrium of incentives of the machine , has
practically disappeared in most cities, According to Sorauf a party
that tries to clean house after an election is likely to encounter public
indignation because the middle class respects the "public-spirited
citizen" and not the "self-interested party worker," and because it will
not excuse the presence of mediocrities in public service in the name
of party loyalty, Edward C, Banfield shows how the one remaining
powerful big city machine, that of Chicago , is beleaguered by middle-
class elements in the outlying neighborhoods and suburbs, To get the
necessary support from these elements, the machine must accept one
reform after another, and so must eventually reform itself out of
existence,

The new style of politics takes its character not only from the
political ethos of the mass of voters, but more especially from the
mentality of the elite, This elite , which is necessarily small, consists

of those who run for office , select candidates , and manage and finance
campaigns, About this mentality and its significance for urban politics
Robert C, Wood and Joseph Lyford, tell us a good deal. Although the
elites they describe are very differently situated-they are suburbanites
in the case of Wood , and Manhattan cliffdwellers in the case of Lyford

it is nevertheless apparent that they share a single mentality, In
other words , what is significant is not where they live (whether in the
suburbs or the central city), but their class, age , and educational
characteristics, Although these new-style political activists are likely
to be hi-fi addicts and to wear toreador pants, these readings suggest
that their outlook is not essentially different from that of earlier
generations of reformers, They feel a lively concern (to use a
characteristically Protestant word) for the welfare of the community
and a corresponding obligation to participate in its affairs, They believe

that disinterested and expert searcb for the interest of the community
as a whble" is far better than political struggle as a way of solving

public pr.oblems. They believe, with Steffens and the Progressives , that
the popular will, when it expresses itself without distortion by defective
institutions or other "external" corrupting elements like .the machine

, nowadays , TV or advertismg, is always good, right, and wise , and
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that tJ1erefore the cure for the ills of democracy is more democracy.
They think that a political party is tolerable only to the extent that it
persuades on grounds of public interest , and they regard party disci-

pline based on anything else-above all , on personal material incentives
-as a form of corruption, And they conclude that for all practical
purposes party is an evil , although perhaps a necessary one , and that
the ideal should be nonpartisanship,

Carried to its logical conclusion, this ideal implies government
without politics. An executive (whether called mayor, manager, or
chairman) would run the government as if it were a business, Presum-
ably he would decide matters strictly on the basis of technical criteria,
He would be high-handed, of course , but he would "get things done
and the voters would have the satisfactiop.~ knowing that things were

being done honestly, impartially, and e:rticiently. For all practical
purposes his tenure would be permanent-he would be re-elected or
reappointed almost automatically-and he would play no part in the
partisan politics of the state and nation, In the intervals between the
going of one such executive and the coming of another, there would
of course , be flurries of what Robert L. Morlan calls "unorganized"
politics, Interest groups and voluntary associations would move to the
center of the stage , but the character of their performance would be
influenced by that of their audience , which would , for the most part
be dedicated to the cause of "good government," And when another
strong executive was found

, "

unorganized" politics would again dissolve
into no politics,

How the Negro population , which is still predominantly working
class , will fit into this middle-class style of politics is hard to predict,
By 1970 fifteen cities of 100,000 or more population are expected to

be at least 40 percent Negro , and four of these-Washington, D,
Richmond, Va" Compton, Calif" and Gary, Ind,-;-are expected to
have Negro majorities, The presence of large numbers of Negroes in
a city does not necessarily mean that they will exercise great influence
in its affairs , however, One reason for this , which John Hadley Strange
documents heavily with respect to Philadelphia, is that they may
choose not to participate in politics very fully, Another, which Lee
Sloan, a sociologist , shows in the case of "Lakewood," is that whites
may find ways of reducing their influence when they do participate,
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The Dilemmas of a Metropolitan
Machine

Edward C. Banfield

TO UNDERSTAND how the political heads evaluate their oppor-
tunities , i.e" how they decide the terms on which they will use infI.uence
or allow it to be used upon them , it is necessary to look at some salient
facts of political geography.

Downstate (all of Illinois outside of Cook County) is white
Protestant, Anglo-Saxon , rural , and normally Republican, It elects the
governor (a Democrat has held the office in only 16 of the last 58
years), and it controls the General Assembly, Under a recent reappor-
tionment, the Senate is safely downstate and Republican; ' a narrow
majority of the House may be from Cook County, but some of the Cook
County representatives are sure to be Republicans , and some downstate
Democrats are almost sure to vote with the Republicans, Downstate
hates and fears Chicago , which it regards as an alien land,

Chicago is heavily Democratic, The, Democratic heartland is the
slums and semi-slums of the inner city; here , in wards which are pre-
dominantly Negro, Italian , Polish , Lithuanian, or Irish , and (except for
the Negroes) almost entirely Catholic , the machine gets the hard core
of its support. The lower the average income and the less average ed-
ucation , the more reliably Democratic is the ward.

The vote is less Democratic as one ~ves outward from the center
of the city, Some of the outlying wards ark usually Republican. So are
most of the "country towns (that part 01 Cook County which lies out-
side Chicago); for the most p~t~ the lsuburbanites of the "country
towns" are white, Protestant, and middle-class, Their affinity is with
downstate rather than the inner city, 

The inner city wards are so populous and so heavily Democratic
that they can usually offset the Republican vote of the outlying wards,
In the future, the ascendancy of the inner city wards is likely to be
even more complete, White, middle-class families are moving to the
suburbs, and their places are being taken by Negroes and poor whites

Reprinted from Political Influence (New York: The Free Pre~' , Z96z), pp. 244-253.
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from the South. Since the newcomers are almost all Democrats, and
since many of those who leave are either Republicans or upward mobile
types likely to become Republican, the proportion of Democrats in the
inner city is increasing,

One might expect , then , that a mayor of Chicago would make the
maintenance of the Democratic machine his most important business,
So long as he controls the machine and it controls primary elections in
the inner wards , he is invincible, And , of course , the way to maintain
the machine is to pass out "gravy" with a generous hand-to give jobs
favors , and opportunities for graft and bribery to those who can deliver
votes in the primaries,

This is, in fact , the strategy followed by the bosses of the most
powerful machine wards,

It is not, however, the strategy of the mayor, He is normally the
chairman of the county Democratic committee and ther~fore the leading
figure in the party in Illinois and one of its leading figures nationally,
Consequently, it is not enough for him merely to maintain himself in
office in Chicago. He must take a wider view, He must carry the county
and, if possible, the state , and he must contribute all that he can to
the success and prestige of the party nationally. When the interests of
the party on the larger scene conflict with its interests in the inner city
of Chicago , the interests of the party in the inner city must usually 
sacrificed.

As the table shows , to win a county-wide election a heavy vote in
the inner city wards is not enough, There must also be a fairly strong
Democratic vote in the outlying wards and in the suburban "country
towns." The voters in these places are not in the habit of doing what
the precinct captains tell them to do; their incomes are generally high
enough , and their positions in society secure enough , to make them in-
different to the petty favors and advantages the machine has to offer,
Many of them even seem to have absorbed the idea that "independence
e" splitting the ticket , is a mark of middle-class sophistication, To get

Relative Importance in the Cook County Electorate of Inner City
Wards of Chicago, Outlying Wards of Chicago , and "Country Towns

PER CENT CONTRIBUTED 

COUNTY DEMOCRATIC
VOTE

1948 1956

POPULATION
(IN THOUSANDS)7950 1960'

PER CENT
CHANGE

18 Inner City Wards 257 291

Outlying Wards
(Rest of Chicago) 364 616

Country Towns

(Suburbs) 888 532
Total Cook

County 509 439 100 100

Estimate,
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the v?te it needs from these outlying areas , the Democratic party must
appear not as a "machine" but as a "force for clean and progressive
government." To do this it must offer "blue-ribbon" candidates , and it
must give the city and county the kind of administration that will win
the approval of the press and of "good government" forces generally,

Good government" is some kind of a mixture-the proportions vary
greatly from context to context-of the following principal ingredients:
(a) reform" of the old-fashioned kind , i, , the suppression of vice
crime , and political corruption; (b) efficiency" in the sense of doing
what public administration "experts" recommend with respect to or-
ganization structure and "housekeeping" functions like budgeting and
personnel management; (c) following "progressive" policies in the fields
of housing, planning, race relations , and welfare; and (d) executing
big projects-airports and exhibition halls , for example-to boost the
size , business , and repute of the city, )

The preference of the outlying wards and "country towns" for
good government has for a good many years been a force which the
inner city machine has had to take into account, Its importance , more-
over, is growing every year, In part, this is because the whole population
-and especially that of the outlying wards and "country towns

" -

becoming more discriminating in its voting behavior, In part, also, it is

because the numerical strength of the outlying areas is growing while
that of the inner city remains approximately the same,

In this situation , a rational county Democratic leader will be less
attentive to the inner city wards , whose vote he can count on , than to
the outlying areas, whose independence is a danger, His strategy in
dealing with these outlying areas is clear: he must help his party live
down its reputation as a "corrupt machine" and establish a new one as
the honest and energetic servant of the people. The welfare of the
suburbs must be his special concern; he must show the suburbanites
that they have nothing to fear and much to hope for from the Demo-
cratic organization in the central city,

By the same token , a rational Republican leader will endeavor to
keep alive the old image of the " ~oss-ridden" and "crooked" machine, He
will do his best to frighten subtirbanites and downstaters with stories
of the growth and spread of th~ machine and of its designs on them,

These strategies are the oncl; the Democratic and Republican politi-
cal heads do , in fact , follow, Mayor Daley, whose slogan is "good govern-
ment is good politics and good politics is good government," has made
it clear that he will not tolerate corruption in office and has kept a very
tight rein on gambling, prostitution , and other organized crime. At the
same time , he has inaugurated many reforms: he established an ex-
ecutive budget, introduced the performance-type budget, passed a per-
formance zoning ordinance and housing code, extended the merit,
system , established a centralized purchasing system under a respected
administrator, took control over contracts from the City Council , and
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transferred authority to issue zoning variation permits from the City
Council to a Zoning Board of Appeals, His policy toward the suburbs
has been sympathetic and generous: through James Downs , the highly
respected businessman who is his consultant on housing and planning,
he has offered them the assistance of the city-planning department and
of such other technicians as might help with their transportation , water
drainage , and other problems, In his campaign for re-election in 1958
the Mayor presented himself as an efficient and non-partisan admin-
istrator, His principal piece of campaign literature did not so much as
mention the Democratic party or the Democratic slate, 

The Republicans have also followed a rational strategy, They have
tried to paint the Mayor as a "boss" and the Democratic organization as
a corrupt and rapacious "machine," In the 1958 election , for example
Daley was dubbed Dictator Dick , and the Republican organizations dis-
tributed buttons marked "

- "

Save Our Suburb~ from the Morri-
son Hotel Gang" (the Morrison Hotel is Democratic' headquarters in
Chicago), Some buttons showed the Democratic machine as an octopus
reaching out to grasp the unprotected suburbs,

These and other antagonisms put adoption of any plan of metro-
politan area organization out of the question, Because of their strength
in the outlying wards and in the suburbs the Republicans would have a
good chance of controlling a metropolitan area government, But in order
to avail themselves of the chance , they would have to relinquish their
present control of most of the suburbs, For if the whole metropolitan
area were , so to speak , put in the same pot , the Democrats might now
and then win the whole pot , and even when they could not win it they
could offer a troublesome and expensive contest, Therefore, although

the bolder Republicans and the Republicans whose interests are mainly
metropolitan favor proposals for putting one or more functions on 
area-wide basis , the more timid ones and those whose interests are in
particular "safe" suburbs are opposed to it. With the Democrats the
situat;ion is similar, Mayor Daley would probably be glad to take his
chances with the electorate of the metropolitan area, But the leading
ward committeemen of Chicago much prefer certain success in the
central city to occasional success in the metropolitan area,

The central city-suburban cleavage is the fundamental fact of
party politics in the metropolitan area. But the cleavage is not simply a
party one, , , , Party differences reflect differences of interest and out-
look that are deep-seated and pervasive.

It will,.be seen that the influence of the mayor depends largely upon
his being "bbss" of the party in the county and that this in turn depends
upon his aJ?ility to maintain the inner city machine while attracting
support from the "good government" forces in the outlying wards and
suburbs, In, short , the mayor must bring the machine an4 the inde-
pendents into a working alliance.
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, ~o become the county boss , one need only have the backing of the
pnn01pal ward bosses of the inner city, There are 80 members of the
count~, committee , 50 from the central city and 30 from the "country
towns, and their votes are weighted according to the number of Demo-
cratic votes cast in each district in the previous general election, The
~nner city, wards are therefore in a decided majority, These are grouped
Into ethnIc blocs each of which has its own boss: there is a bloc of
Negro wards under the control of Congressman William L. Dawson, a
bloc, of Italian wards under an Italian leader, a bloc of Polish wards
under a Polish leader, and certain mixed wards under Irish leaders,
Four or five of the most powerful bloc leaders, together with the presi-
dent of the County Board , can , by agreeing among themselves , choosethe county chairman, 

Left to themselves , the bloc bosses would doubtless prefer someone
who would not trouble them with reform, They realize , however , that
the voters in the outlying areas will not leave them to themselves and
that, unless the machine s reputation is improved , it will be swept out
of existence altogether, They accept, therefore-although , no doubt , as
a necessary evil and probably without fully realizing the extent of the
evil- the need ofa leader who will make such reforms as will maintain
the organization,

In choosing a leader, the bloc bosses look for someone whose
identifications are with the inner city wards (he has to be a Catholic
of course , and one whom ward politicians will feel is "their kind"
whose "nationality" will not disturb the balance between the Italians
and the Poles (this virtually means that he must be Irish), who knows
the workings of the organization from long experience in it and who 
felt to have "earned" his promotion , who has backers with money to
put up for campaign expenses (for it will be assumed that the county
chairman will have himself nominated for office), who is perfectly
clean" and has a creditable record of public service, and who has

demonstrated sufficient vigor, force, and shrewdness to maintain the
organization and lead it to victory at' the polls,

Once he has taken charge of the machine , a new leader need pay
very little attention to the ward bosses who selected him, If he can
win elections, he is ~dispensable to them, Moreover, possession of
office-of the county c~airmanship and the mayoralty-gives him legal

,:ers (pa~onage , sla~-making, and control of:city services , including
pollee) WhICh make file ward bosses dependent upon him, Without
them to hold the ladder, he could not climb into his position, But once
he is in it , they cannot compel him to throw something down to them.

He is likely, therefore , to prove a disappointment to them and a
pleasant surprise to the friends of good government, The bloc bosses
need him more than be needs them, They want "

gravy" to pass out to
their henchmen, But he is a county, state , and national leader, and as
such his task is to limit or suppress the abuses upon which they fatten,
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To win the respect and confidence of the independent voters in the
outlying wards and the suburbs , he must do the things that will hurt
the bosses most,

The requirements of his role as a leader who must win the support
of the independent voters are enough to account for his zeal to show
himself honest and public-spirited, But it is likely that another circum-
stance will be working in the same direction, Ethnic pride may swell
strongly in him and make him want to show the skeptics and the snobs
that a man from the wrong side of the tracks can be as much a states-
man as anyone from an "old family" or an Ivy League college. 

The political head is not likely to take a lively interest in the
content of policy or to be specially gifted in the development of ideas
or in their exposition. If ideas and the content of policy interested him
much , or if he were ideologically-minded , he would not have made his
career in the machine , for the machine is entirely without interest in
such matters. Similarly, he is not likely to be a vivid public personality,
to be eloquent , or to have a flair for the direct manipulation of masses,
The qualities that make a popular or charismatic leader would tend to
prevent a man from rising within the organization. The kind of leader
produced by it is likely to be , above all , an executive.

Any mayor of Chicago must "do big things" in order to be counted
a success, It is not enough merely to administer honestly and efficiently
the routine services of local government-street cleaning, garbage collec-
tion, and the like, An administration that did only these would be
counted a failure , however well it did them, As a businessman member
of the Chicago Plan Commission explained to an interviewer:

The Mayor-no public official-is worth his salt if he isn t ambitious,

That's true of you and everyone else. Now, what's a political person

stock in trade? It s government , of course, For a public official to just
sit back and see that the police enforce the laws is not dynamic enough,
I don t know that he would reason it out this way, but you have to get
something with a little sex in it to get votes. In the old days, there were
ward-heelers with a fistful of dollar bills. But that, even in Chicago
is passe,

What makes a guy have a civic pride? A worker in a factory, a cab
driver? He gets a sense of pride in taking part in an active community,
The Mayor s smart enough to reali~e it, Today the tendency all over
the country is for the public officials to take the lead more than they
did a few years ago, . , ,

Wanting to do "big things" and .not caring very much which ones
the politicqJ head will be open to suggestions, (When Mayor Daley took
office , he iillmediately wrote to three or four of the city s most promi-
nent busine,ssmen asking them to list the things they thought needed
doing, ) He will be receptive , particularly, to proposals from people who
are in a position to guarantee that successful action will wiI1; a "seal of
approval" from some of the "good government" groups. He may be
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impr~sed by the intrinsic merit of a proposal-the performance budget
for example-but he will be even more impressed at the prospect of
being well regarded by the highly respectable people whose proposal
it is, Taking suggestions from the right kind of people will help him get
the support he needs in order to win the votes of independents in the
outlying wards and suburbs,

For this reason , he will not create a strong staff of policy advisers
or a strong planning agency, The preparation of policies and plans will
be done mainly within those private organizations having some special
stake in the matters involved and by the civic associations, Quite pos-
sibly, the political head might, if he wished , assemble a technical staff
of first-rate ability and , working closely with it, produce a plan far
superior to anything that might be done by the private organizations
and the civic associations, But a plan made in this way would have one
fatal defect: its makers could not supply the "seal of approval" which
, from the political head's standpoint , its chief reason for being, On

the other hand , a plan made by the big business organizations , the civic
associations and the newspapers , is sure to be acclaimed, From the
political head' s standpoint it is sure-fire, for the people who make it
and the people who will pass judgment upon it are the same,

Under these circumstances , the city planning department will have
two main functions: (a) to advise the mayor on the technical aspects
of the various alternatives put before him by private groups

, and (b) 

assemble data justifying and supporting the privately-made proposals
that the mayor decides to "merchandise " and to prepare maps , charts
perspective drawings , and brochures with which to "sell" the plans to
the public, , . ,

There are often fundamental differences of opinion among those
whose approval the political head wants, Chicago is too big a place , and
the interests in it too diverse , for agreement to occur very often, When
there is disagreement within the "good government" forces , the rational
strategy for the political head usually is to do nothing, Watchful waiting
will offend no one , and to be negative when one does not have to be
is . , , bad politics, The political head is therefore inclined to let a civic
controversy develop in its own way without interference from him , in
the expectation that "public opinion" (the opinion of "civic leaders" and
newspapers) will "crystallize," Controversies. ' ' serve the function of
forming and preparing opinion; they are the process by which an
initial diversity of views and interests is reduced to the point where 
political head feels that the "community" is "behind" the project,

The political head , therefore, neither fights for a program of his
own making nor endeavors to find a "solution" to the conflicts that are
brought before him. Instead , he waits for the community to agree upon
a project. When agreement is reached , or when the process of contro-
versy has gone as far as it can , he ratifies the agreement and carries it
into effect,
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InfJuence
and Leadership

IT is characteristic of the American political system that persons who
have no office nevertheless participate actively in the conduct of affairs
and sometimes exercise more influence than elected and appointed offi-

cials. In part, this is no doubt a consequence of the extreme decentral-
ization of the system, Officials must collaborate with private interests 
order to bring together the scattered pieces of power that are needed to
get anything done, In part, too , it is a consequence of our conception of
democracy, according to which everyone must be allowed , and indeed
encouraged , to take an , active part in the business of governing, The
fact remains that by looking only at the activities of people who hold
office , one can get an impression of the American political system so
incomplete and distorted as to be downright wrong,

The first six readings in this Section are , descriptive accounts of
interests that figure largely in urban government, Floyd Hunter, a so-
ciologist, asserts that in Regional City (Atlanta), decisions in com-
munity affairs are made by a few "power leaders" who are at the apex
of a stable , hierarchical "power structure," These leaders , most of whom
are heads of large corporations , pass ' directions on to second , third , and
fourth rate personnel (the "under-structure" of power); public officials
it is interesting to note , are among the second and third rate personnel.
The first two ratings are said to "set the line of policy ; the other two
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hold the line." If an understructure man is presumptuous enough to
question a decision made by the top leaders , he may lose his job or be
otherwise punished, Robert A. Dahl finds nothing like this in New
Haven, There the Economic Notables , as he calls them, are only one
among many groups "out of which individuals emerge" to exert influ-
ence; like other groups in the community (Negroes and schoolteachers
for example), the Economic Notables sometimes have their way and
sometimes do not,

It may be asked why Hunter s findings differ so greatly from those
of Dahl. One explanation may be that Hunter s research method , which
involved asking people active in civic affairs to rate others according to
their relative power, tended to produce the kind of answers that were
expected , whereas Dahl's method , which was based mainly on observa-
tion of events rather than of opinions or attitudes , did not. Nelson 
Polsby compares Hunter s "stratification" method with Dahl's "pluralist
one to the advantage of the latter; researchers, he concludes, should
study "the outcomes of actual decisions." But Peter Bachrach and
Morton S, Baratz point out that the pluralist approach also makes as-
sumptions which may predetermine findings, They criticize the idea of
studying "actual" and "key" decisions on the ground that "nonissues
(that is , issues that do not come up for decision because powerful in-
terests prevent them from doing so) may be more important, There is
they insist, more to community power than meets the eye.

The remaining readings have to do with influence in a variety of
concrete settings, Basing his observations largely on interviews that he
conducted in Boston and Cleveland , Norton E. Long says that, although
the idea of a "power elite" may be comforting, there is little in reality
that corresponds with it, Instead , there is undirected cooperation of par-
ticular social structures , each seeking particular goals (for example
the newspaper, which seeks prestige , readership, and advertising) and
in so doing, meshing with the goals of others, He concludes that al-
though this meshing makes possible cooperative action on projects , it is
very far from constituting a structured government, Paul H, Weaver
article is very apposite to this argument. He shows how in changing its
style" a newspaper may also change-in ways that it may not intend-

the amount and kind of its influence, 'Since the newspaper in question
is The New York Times the metropolitan coverage of which helps to
create the stereotypes about urban America , his discussion of this is of
special significance. Another "particular social structure" is the labor
union; as Edward C, Banfield and Ja~es Q, Wilson emphasize , the goals
of unions 'ip local politics range from almost everything to almost
nothing, For other studies of influence and leadership at work the reader
is referred t'0 Section VIII of this book,
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Organized labor in City Politics
Edward C. Banfield and

James Q. Wilson

PERHAPS the most striking thing about the' part played by
organized labor in city politics is its variety, Some unions want nothing
more from city government than assurance that the police will not inter-
fere with pickets during strikes, Others aspire to take possession of the
city government and to run it as an adjunct of the union, Between these
extreme positions there are many intermediate ones, Which position a
union takes depends upon many factors, including its organizational

structure , the ideological bent of its leaders, the nature of the industry
and of the local economy, and structure of party competition within
the city.

The Interest of the Union in Local Affairs
The range of intere;sts that unions have in local affairs is

suggested by the findings of Joel Seidman and his associates in their
study of six locals in and near Chicago,! All six of the locals wanted
friendly treatment from police , courts, and city officials, especially in
the event of a strike, Beyond that, their goals differed considerably, For
example , one local of the United Mine Workers paid practically no
attention to local politics; it was in a community consisting entirely of
miners who could be depended upon to elect fellow miners to office,
Although the leaders of this !ocal were very much interested in politics
in the state capital and in Washington-where crucial safety and
work regulations were framed~they ignored city and county politics.

At the opposite extreme, locals of the : United Steel~orkers of
America and the United Auto Workers (UAW) felt keenly the need for
organized political action at the local level. The Steelworkers were
engaged in collective bargaining with a powerful :firm under conditions

J. Joel Seidman et al" The Worker Views His Union (Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1958), pp, 227-236,

Reprinted from City Politics (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, I965), pp,
277-292 by permission of the publisher,
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of mutual hostility and suspicion, and were therefore particularly
anxious to retain political support from the local Democratic machine
in order to ensure its sympathy or at least neutrality, Many local Steel-

workers leaders disliked the machine politicians but felt they could
not defeat them or dare to risk alienating them. The UAW, on the

other hand , did not need political reinforcement of its collective bar-
gaining position because contracts were not negotiated locally, but
nationally, At the same time , however , the UAW leaders desired broader
political involvement for what were essentially reasons of ideology

rather than union security, Since the motivation was ideological, the
choice of party tended to be made on ideological grounds, without
reference to what party or what party faction controlled local govern-
ment,

A local of the plumbers' union , one of the nineteen craft unions

associated with the building and construction trades department of the
AFL-CIO , was vitally concerned with city political matters, Entry into
and rewards of, the plumbing profession were crucially dependent upon
the licensing regulations which control the apprenticeship program and
upon building and housing codes. Plumbers , like other building trade
unions, must work with whatever party or faction happens to be in
power locally in order to get favorable codes and the appointment of
sympathetic building and plumbing inspectors, Not infrequently the
union approves city inspectors or even nominates them from its own
ranks, Furthermore , the city and county government is a prime source
of construction contracts. The building trades unions have in common

with contractors an interest in seeing that these contracts are large and
frequent and that the work is done by private industry rather than by
municipal or county employees,

These studies and others lend general support to the familiar ob-

servation that with respect to political involvement there is a sharp
difference between industrial and craft unions, Industrial unions , with
a large membership of unskilled or semiskilled workers in nation-wide
industries, are concerned about industry-wide or national wage con-

tracts and with the state and federal welfare measures which redis-
tribute income in favor of lower-income groups, Craft unions , with a
membership of well-paid skilled workers in competitive local markets,
are concerned about access to the local bureaucracy, sympathetic

treatment from local police , and local wages and hours,2 The industrial

union finds itself drawn into national political alliances, in particular
with that party which seems most f~vorable to certain welfare meas-

ures; craftiunions can and must resist such alignments, for they must
not allow ideology to prevent them from working with whatever party
or faction is in power locally,

Differe~ces in markets create other differences among ~nion lead-

ers, Tlfe heads of the state and national fed~rations of unions involved
in local markets (e. , building trades unions) have few direct links
with rank-and-file members. The local leaders negotiate contracts and
service the members; the state and national leaders can maintain their
position only by persuading union members that they have common
interests which only state or national leaders can service, Legislative
campaigns waged in Washington , D,C" are thus often dictated not so
much by the felt needs of the rank-and-file worker as by the main-
tenance needs of high-echelon officials who lack any other relationship
with the members.

Unions dealing with national markets , by contrast , are apt to vest
a much higher degree of influence in state and national leaders,
Industry-wide and nation-wide contract negotiations give 'national union
officials considerable authority over the locals, This bargaining pattern
together with the importance of federal legislation for nation-wide and
industry-wide markets , imbues the entire organization with a more
political" or even "ideological" tone, As a result , even the local officials
, for example , the United Auto Workers may have more comprehen-

sive political goals than the national leaders of a building trades union,
Given these differences , however, it is nontheless true that local

union leaders are generally less ideological than national ones, Where
the leader s contact with the members is direct , ideology is typically of
minor importance, If the industry is still unorganized, the leaders will
be absorbed in establishing themselves as the bargaining agents of the

workers and in arranging for the security of the union, Once the in-
dustry and the city are organized , however, other activities must be
found for local unions, In the case ,of many craft unions , these other
activities consist largely in enforcing agreements and supervising work
conditions and job assignments-particularly when , as with the build-
ing trades , work is done on widely scattered sites by small groups of
workers hired on a contract basis by small , highly competitive contrac-
tors, In the case of industrial unions 3 the leaders must devise other

services,
These other services , while something more than a concern for

wages and hours , are usually a good deal less than an active involvec

ment in local politics, Where industry-wide contracts have eliminated
local wage negotiations, the development of local welfare services be-
comes even more important,4 These day-to-day services-Qften of
crucial importance in ensuring the re-election of local officers-include
handling individual grievances, providing free legal advice , filling out

2, See Richard Baisden, "Labor Unions in Los Angeles Politics," unpublished dis-
sertation, Department of Political Science, University of Chicago, 1958,

3' Seidman et al" Worker Views His Union pp. 42-47.

4' See the account of the UAW in Windsor, Ontario, in C. W. M, Hart, "Industrial
Relations Research and Social Theory, Canadian Journal of Economics and Political
Science February 1949, esp. pp, 60-63, Community involvement also emerged as a
substitute for collective bargaining among the unions in Lorain, Ohio; see James B,
McKee

, "

Status and Power in the Industrial Community: A Comment on Drucker
Thesis, American Journal of Sociolog;y, January 1953, p. 367,
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workmen s compensation applications , dealing with eviction notices or
medical needs , helping to get loans, interceding with the police, and
arranging social events and beer supplies, Many of these activities, not
unexpectedly, are of precisely the same kind as a political ward leader
spends his time on,

Nonetheless , some unions do engage in a significant amount of
direct political action, In most large cities , the AFL-CIO council has a
Committee on Political Education (COPE) which participates in party
conventions and in primary and general elections, Individual unions
may also contribute money and manpower outside the framework of
COPE. Normally these tasks are undertaken by a relatively small num-
ber of activists who are involved because of personal ties to some
candidate, Even in the heavily "political" Detroit VA W, no more than
6 to 10 percent of a random sample of union members when inter-
viewed recalled having participated in any way in the 1952 Presidential
campaign ,

In many locals it would appear that the pressure for active local
political involvement arises , not from the expectations of the member-
ship as a whole , but from the requirements of the union activists from
whose ranks officers are drawn and by whose standards those officers
are judged, On the extent to which rank-and-file members approve of
union political activity, the evidence is conflicting, One study of the
VA W in Detroit showed that a clear mi!,jority of the members sup-
ported such activity,6 A study of the International Association of Ma-
chinists in an Illinois area found that slightly more than half the
members believed that the "union should take an active part in politics
although they were not so sure that politics should be discussed at
union meetings and were quite opposed to the union s telling members
whom to vote for,7 The Teamsters in St, Louis were in favor of union
political action so long as it did not involve telling members how to
vote,S In the study of six locals by Seidman and others , however, a
clear majority of the members of five of the six unions rejected union
political-activity organizations, and most of them opposed such or-
ganizations when they were explained to them,

Even among the union activists who share a belief in political ac-
tion of some sort, the precise strategy to employ is often in dispute be-

5, Arthur Kornhauser et aI" When Labor Votes (New York: University Books, 1956),
pp. 124-126.

6, Ibid" pp. 100, 104, 105' The same results appeared in a 1956 survey: Harold L.
Sheppard and Nicholas A. Masters, "The Political Attitudes and Preferences of Union
Members: The Case of the Detroit Auto Workers," American Political Science Review
June 1959. pp-. 440-443.
7. Hjalmar Rosen and R, A, Rosen The Union Member SPeaks (New York:

Prentice-Hal1" 1955), pp, 36-42.
8, Arnold Rose, Union Solidarity (Minneapolis: University of Mifmesota Press,

1952), pp, 83-84.

9' Seidman et aI" Worker Views His Union pp, 230-233,
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cause. 'of the conflicting roles of the union lobbyist and the union

campaign director. 

The lobbyist sees political action in terms of getting concessions

from elected officials , particularly legislators. He works alone in attempt-
ing to influence a fairly small group of men whose primary concern
is with getting re-elected, Often he needs the votes of men from both
political parties; thus, he dare not risk aligning himself entirely with
one party or faction. Ideally, he would like to be free to commit his
union to whoever has helped him the most; this sometimes means sup-
porting-or at least not opposing-a conservative politician not nor-
mally friendly to labor, He avoids making allies if by so doing he must
take on his ally s causes- "don t get stuck with the other fellow s fights."

He chooses his issues carefully and concentrates on specific goals,
The union s campaign director, on the other hand, sees the re-

quirements of political action in entirely different terms, He desires to
elect a slate of local candidates, To do so he must create an organiza-
tion of volunteers, Because of their political convictions, these volun-
teers often insist on working entirely within one party-usually the
Democratic, The ,campaign director must , therefore , reject "deals" with
Republicans and he must avoid endorsing conservative candidates who
are not likely to arouse volunteer enthusiasm, He is inevitably restless
with prior union commitments for they deprive the volunteers of a
sense of participating in making decisions about endorsements, He
must seek out allies from other liberal groups; this means he must make
their causes his,

This tension means that the unions with the most to gain from
local lobbying (like the building trades unions) will tend to reject politi-

cal campaigns , while those with the least to gain by local lobbying
(such as the VAW) will emphasize such campaigning, Between these
extremes there are unions which are not infrequently, split between the
two strategies. Even within the normally "political" industrial unions
formerly of the CIa, campaigning has often been undertaken half-
heartedly, 

The Union as an Agency of Civic Leadership
Leaders of organized labor do not appear as frequently as

businessmen among the ranks of reputed civic leaders or on the rosters
of important civic or governmental organizations.n It is customary to
find in most large cities one or two ' 1abor representatives" appointed to

10, For an account of the difficulties experienced in political campaigning in Chicago
by certain CIO unions, see James Q, Wilson, Negro Politics (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press,
1960), pp, 125-127, and Fay Calkins, The CIO and the Democratic Party (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1952), pp, 70, 77, 81-84.

11. See the tables in William H. Form and Delbert C, Miller, Industry, Labor, and
Community (New York: Harper, 1960), p. 43'
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the board of education , the board of the Community Chest , and various
public commissions, However, when the members of, say, the board
of education are elected rather than appointed, and when-as in most
nonpartisan cities-there is no powerful political organization which
can draw up and elect a "balanced ticket" to such boards , labor is
likely to be unrepresented, This seems to be the case in Detroit and Los
Angeles , for example,

Furthermore, there appears to be a crucial difference between
business and union membership on such bodies, Organized labo;r-
even if it includes in its ranks the majority of all the adult citizens in
the community-is generally regarded as a - special interest" which
must be "represented" ; businessmen , on the other hand, are often re-

garded , not as "representing business" as a "special interest," but as
serving the community as a whole, Businessmen , in Peter Clark's term
often are viewed as "symbols of civic legitimacy." Labor leaders rarely
h;lVe this symbolic quality, but must contend with whatever stigma at-
taches to being from a lower-class background and associated with a
special-interest group,

This bias in favor of business and professional occupations among
governmental agencies and civic associations does not necessarily mean
that such organizations always serve "business ends" to the detriment of
labor, Given the many opportunities for private intervention in public
decisions, labor, like all other politically involved organizations , may
find that it can attain its ends (or prevent others from attaining theirs)
with minimal or even no representation on such bodies, Underrepresen-
tation in the politics of large American cities probably does not prevent
groups such as labor from blocking civic actions, But this under-
representation, and the lack of civic status it implies, probably does
make it more difficult for labor goals to be placed near the top of the
civic agenda, To put it another way, organized labor probably has less
influence than businessmen collectively over what kind of issues are

taken seriously in the city,
Labor is handicapped not only by having imputed to it less civic

virtue but also by a shortage of money and organizational skills, Unions
at the local level often can donate relq.tively little money to civic proj-
ects, Craft unions particularly are likely to have a very small staff, and
sometimes a staff which-because its recruitment and tenure are closely
tied to the fortunes of particular officers in the annual union elections

is not as competent as it might be if the job were sufficiently secure
to attract able men,13 Large industrial" unions , on the other hand , may
have a sizabie permanent staff at the district or regional level.

12. One me~~ure of this difference in civic roles is found in the underrepresentation
of labor leade~s among those given certain kinds of public honors, inciuqing citation
in Who s Who: See Onne W. Phelps

, '

Community Recognition of Uni~n Leaders,
Industrial and Labor Relations Review April 1954, pp. 417-433.

13' Hart, "Industrial Relations Research and Social Theory,
" p. 70,
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~onetheless, certain public bodies and civic associations have-
particularly in recent years-gone out of their way to enlist union
leaders, if only to co-opt potential opponents and increase the agency
resources, William Form and Delbert Miller note the rise of labor repre-
sentation on the board of the Community Chest in Lansing, Michigan,
There were only representatives of "company unions" in 1933 but six
union men (on a 36-man board) by 1953, Labor obtained this recogni-
tion after having won its organizing fights in the auto plants and after
the Chest realized the fund drives among workers would benefit if con-
ducted by the unions (labor now contributes 40 per cent of all Chest

funds), In an attempt to increase further its representation in com-
munity welfare agencies , labor once threatened to boycott an important
fund drive,

A similar increase in labor representation on the Chest was re-
ported in a study of Lorain , Ohio, The invitation to join was extended
in order to increase the contributions from workers, Paradoxically, how-
ever , the unions made no substantive demands once they were accorded
representation, In this city, and probably in many others , labor s de-
mand to be included in civic and welfare associations reflects not so
much a desire to attain certain political goals as simply a desire to par-
ticipate in a status-conferring civic venture, This desire , in turn prob-
ably is based on labor s attempt to acquire the kind of civic legitimacy
heretofore reserved for businessmen. "The CIO in Lorain," James McKee
wrote

, "

wants to be regarded as concerned with the welfare of the

whole community, not merely with the interests of labor , and views its
participation in the Community Chest as demonstrating this concern,

Labor s preoccupation with, strictly labor goals and its concern for
general civic legitimacy have combined to produce in many cities 
antipathy between union leaders and municipal reformers, Although
there are cases such as Detroit where the UAW and li~eral and reform
Democrats have joined forces the more common pattern is that 
New York Chicago , Los Angeles , and other cities where reform efforts
have had to deal with the indifference or active hostility of most
unions. 16 To the extent hlbor is concerned with strictly union objectives
-wages and hours workmen compensation , unemployment benefits
union security guarantees-it finds the programs of civic reformers
largely irrelevant, To the extent labor is concerned with acquiring in-
fluence in the local political parties and legislature, it regards the

reformers as a rival. And to the extent labor is anxious about its civic
reputation, it often sees the liberal reformers as the source of extreme
and politically damaging ideology,

14. See Form and Miller, Industry, Labor, and Community, pp, 673-674. In San

Diego-which is not a pro-.labor city-a prominent union official was chairman of the
1961 Community Chest drive,

15, McKee, "Status and Power in the Industrial Community," pp, 368-369.
16, The discussion of unions and reform follows Wilson The Amateur Democrat:

Club Politic.f in Three Cities (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), pp, 273-277.
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Thus , the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor passed a reso-
lution in 1961 opposing the right of the liberal California Democratic
Council to make pre-primary endorsements in state and local contests.
The New York Central Labor Council in 1961 was largely indifferent
to the anti-Tammany campaign then being waged by the reformers in
the New York Committee for Democratic Voters , although it joined with
the reformers in backing Robert Wagner, the anti-Tammany candidate.
In Chicago, with some minor exceptions, union leaders have publicly
supported the candidates of the Democratic machine , not those of the
reform-minded Independent Voters of Illinois, The Liberal Party in
New York , largely backed by unions in the garment industry, has re-
mained independent of the various reform movements in the city,

In those few cases in which there has been a labor-reform alliance
(as in Chicago s Fifth Senatorial District in 195017 ), the union in-
volved has typically been the United Auto Workers, But even the UAW
cannot always act independently, for it must consider the costs of
political isolation from other unions in the city and from state federa-
tions as well as from the local Democratic party, The desirability of
playing politics in city affairs must be measured against the necessity
of playing politics within labor affairs, It probably takes an energetic
and persuasive labor leader to make the advantages of independent civic
action more attractive than its costs.

ports. ~Labor-Times agreement in backing Mayor Norris Poulson in
1961 was an exceptioh, And he lost anyway.

Some representative cases of labor involvement in party politics
follow.

Unions in Urban Political Parties

The Unions Capture a Party: The Case of Detroit
Beginning in 1948 , the Wayne County cm Political Action Com-

mittee (PAC), then made up almost entirely of UAW members , began
in alliance with certain liberal Democrats , an effort to take control of
the state leadership of the Michigan Democratic party, State law re-
quired that precinct captains be elected directly by the voters, The
PAC-liberal coalition elected 720 captains in Wayne County in 1948
about one third of the total, This was enough to give them control of
the Democratic conventions in five of the six Wayne County Congres-
sional districts; control of these , in turn , was enough to give the liberal
coalition control of the state Democratic convention, Mter a bitter
struggle with the party s Old Guard , this victory was repeated in 1950
and since then the liberals-dominated by the UAW-have controlled
the state party.19

In the city of Detroit , however , elections are nonpartisan. Here
labor s Committee on Political Education (the successor to the PAC
since the AFL-CIO merger) functions directly as a political party, 20 The
AFL-CIO Council , acting on COPE recommendations, endorses candi-
dates and operates the strongest precinct organization in the city,
Although the UAW has only slightly more than half of all union mem-
bers in the city, it provides almost all of the key COPE officials, In some
cases, COPE is open to nonlabor Democrats, and some liberals from
business and professional backgrounds participate. Most nonlabor lib-
erals , however, work directly through the Demoe;:ratic party rather than
through COPE. About 40 percent of all precinct captains are COPE
members; alliances with non-COPE but liberal captains give COPE clear
control of the county and thus of the state party. In city elections , these
same captains work on behalf of nonpartisan labor endorsees,

The Detroit COPE has had imparted to it by the UA W a militant
attitude toward political action. Kenneth Gray and David GreeJ?stone
offer several reasons to explain this militancy:

The common view that "labor is tied to the Democratic party
requires much modification before it is accurate , particularly with re-
gard to local politics, Unions have many different relations with local
parties, In a very few' cases unions (mostly the UA W) have attempted
to take over the leadership of the Democratic party; with the help of
allies, they succeeded in this in Detroit, in Gary, Indiana, and in Rock-
ford , Illinois, 18 Or they may act in coalition with party leaders , as in the
Democratic Farmer-Labor party in Minneapolis and St, Paul. They may
stay aloof from local politics , as in Houston, They may confine them-
selves to seeking favors from local party organizations, as in Chicago,
They may form independent parties to win votes and thereby bargaining
power, as in New York City, They may, as do most CIa unions , carry
over into city politics their national attachment to the Democrats; or
they may, as do many AFL unions , support local politicians with little
reference to .!lational party labels, Where the city is nonpartisan , unions
may-as they have in the past in St, Paul-endorse and elect a slate
of candidate~; Or they may-as in Los Angeles-instinctively oppose
with meager resources , whatever candidate the Los Angeles Times sup-

First, the union was organized and led for some time by radicals, . 
who fought violently among themselves but who agreed on the crucial
importance of programmatic political action, Second, a bitter and violent

17, See Calkins, CIa and Democratic Party, pp, 59-85,
18, Ibid. chaps, v and vi.

19, Ibid" pp, 112-146,

20, This account follows Kenneth E, Gray and David Greenstone

, "

Organized Labor
in City Politics," in Banfield (ed.

), 

Urban Government (New York: Free Press of
Glencoe, 1961), pp, 368-373'
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struggle for recognition left the UAW with a deep hostility toward man-
agement. This hostility was manifested in political action, , . , Third, the

union sought to ease a serious problem of ethnic and racial hostilities

among its own members by emphasizing class solidarity of workers

against management, This emphasis on the members ' interest as a class
strongly implied broad political goals rather than an exclusive concern

with collective bargaining, . , . Fourth, the automobile workers have a
tradition of rank-and-file participation , which contributes to the intensity
of their activity in COPE,

Militancy may have contributed to the state-wide successes of the
Democrats , but it has not produced comparable successes in Detroit,

Between 1946 and 1955, CIa-PAC endorsees won 67. 5 percent of all
primary and 91.2 percent of all general elections for partisan offices at

the state , Congressional , and county level , but less than 38 percent of

all contests for nonpartisan municipal offices,22 As observed in an earlier
chapter , union members have not hesitated to desert labor nominees

in nonpartisan local elections- , indeed, these members have even
known who the labor candidates were, The CIa failed three times
(1943, 1945, and 1949) to elect a mayor of Detroit after bitter contests
in which labor s political arm emphasized "liberal issues

" -

Negro rights

public housing, urban redevelopment, and the right of public employ-
ees to strike. In 1953, labor regarded opposition to the incumbent as
hopeless and made no endorsement, By 1957 a new strategy was
emerging: play down ideological issues, back a sure winner , and hope
for favors if he is elected. That year COPE joined with business and
newspaper groups in supporting the man who won, Pleased with their
success , labor leaders tried again in 1961 , only to have the noncontro-

versial incumbent, despite almost unanimous business, labor, news-
paper , and civic support, lose to an unknown who had strong support
from Negroes.

Despite the 1961 setback , it is unlikely that COPE will revert to the
militancy of the 1940 S. First , Detroit city government has begun to be
responsive to the demands of lower-class and Negro voters even with-
out labor control of the city government. Second , labor has learned "

conform to the peculiar rules of the nonpartisan game" which require

that it refrain from overly aggressive political behavior , that it stress the
most widely shared community sentiments , and that it avoid the appear-
ance of seeking to "take over" city government,

Not all cases of labor dominance in local affairs are confined to

industrial unions , however. For many years , the AFL unions associated
with the " tabor Temple" in St, Paul '(now the St, Paul AFL-CIO Trades

21. Ibid. po. 370.
2, Nicholas A. Masters, "The Politics of Union Endorsement of Candidates in the

Detroit Area/' Midwest Journal of Political Science August 1957, p, 149'
23' Gray and Greenstone, " Organized Labor in City Politics:' p, 373,
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and .tabor Assembly) were continually successful in electing their
candidates to office in that nonpartisan city, These labor leaders were
conservative in temper , but eventually their influence was undermined
by the rise of an aggressive coalition of CIa leaders and intellectuals
which made up the Democratic Farmer-Labor Party (DFL) that
emerged in 1948. After much controversy, an uneasy alliance between
the DFL and the Labor Temple developed.

In Minneapolis too the AFL craft unions were powerful. Between
1941 and 1957, they made the Central Labor Union (CLU) the most
important political force in that nonpartisan city,25 With the advent of
the DFL , the CLU remained the dominant partner; no liberal candidate
felt he could win without labor support. The terms of the DFL~CLU

alliance allowed the DFL to nominate candidates for state and national
office (where the liberal ideologies of the DFL intellectuals were en-
gaged anyway) while the CLU elected candidates for city posts, After
the defeat of labor candidates in 1957 ( owing to scandals , indiscretions
and poor tactics), CLU strength began to decline.

Unions Defer to the Party: The Case of New York and
Chicago
In large, industrially diversified cities such as New York and

Chicago , where political parties have (or have had) power independent
of the support of other organized groups , labor has had to be content
either with bargaining with elective officials (usually after, rather than
before, the election) from a po~ition of relative weakness , or with form-
ing third parties to strengthen that bargaining position, In contrast with
Detroit , unions have not attempted to take over party posts, and in
contrast with Minneapolis they have not been able to make themselves
senior partners in a labor-liberal coalition, Only very rarely have a few

unions challenged the regular party leadership (the Democrats, of

course) in primary contests, 
In Chicago , labor needs the politicians more than the politicians

need labor. Both sides know this, and a kind of half-hearted good fellow-

ship results, The craft unions typically remain close to the party and
attempt to share in the patronage , particularly in the licensing and
building-inspection departments. The industrial unions-notably the
steel, auto , and meatpacking workers-usually support regular party
candidates, But occasionally they assert their independence in what they
know in advance is a lost cause; for example , certain unions backed an
insurgent candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor in

24, Alan Altshuler, A Report on Politics in St, Paul (Cambridge, Mass. : Joint Center

for Urban Studies, 1959, ,mimeo) pp, 11-3 to 11-10,
25' Alan Altshuler, A Report on Politics in Minneapolis (Cambridge, Mass,: joint

Center for Urban Studies, 1959, mimeo), pp, II-8 to II-g and Y-5 to Y-
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1960, He lost, but the result of the challenge was to increase somewhat
the vigor with which the regular candidate attempted to meet union
demands in order to arouse their enthusiasm for the general election
contest with the Republican. Indeed, labor leaders can probably wield
greatest influence by endeavoring to control rather precisely the ardor
with which they help Democrats mobilize voters in the closely contested
county and state elections, The few union leaders who have been suc-
cessful at this and at the same time have stayed clear of charges of
1eft wing" leanings have become important forces in local politics. In
case of a showdown with the party, however , there is not much doubt as
to who would win,

New York's Democratic party has in recent years been much
weaker than its counterpart in Chicago , and therefore labor has prob-
ably been more influential. First with the American Labor party and
then (after 1944) with the Liberal party, certain New York unions-
mostly those Jewish-led unions in the garment industry-have en-
deavored to act as a third force in city and state politics, The ALP was
in 1937 and 1941 a crucial source of votes for Fiorello H, La Guardia,
After it was destroyed by the struggle between Communist and anti-
Communist factions , the Liberal party continued the strategy of always
endorsing Democrats nationally but of playing one side against the
other locally, It has always polled a substantial vote, and in 1951 

managed to elect , on its own , a city council president,
Most New York unions , however, have never had any association

with either the ALP or the Liberal party, The AFL unions, organized
into the Central Trades and Labor Council, followed an almost un-
varying policy of supporting regular Democrats in city elections and
expecting in return to be given certain assurances about police attitudes
toward strikers and certain concessions on local codes, licenses , inspec-
tions , and prevailing wage rates on city construction work. The very size
of the New York labor movement-the Council had over three quarters
of a million members-made it exceptionally difficult for it to speak
with one voice on even crucial matters , much less on the secondary
issues of political participation. The building trades unions and the
Teamsters had their own councils which were part of the larger Council
and union autonomy was jealously guarded,

In 1959, the CIa and AFL unions in New York merged into a
Central Labor Council , with a total membership of a million and a half
workers. Such an organization , even if it did nothing in politics , would
be a force to be reckoned with because of the vast audience it could
provide politicians fortunate enough to enjoy access to it, Union meet-
ings are one way politicians have of dealing with the perennial and in-
soluble problem of how to reach the people,

But the ,pew organization set out to be something more than just an

26, This account follows Wallace S, Sayre and Herbert Kaufman Governing New
York City (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1960), pp, 508-510.
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audie?Ce, Its first president, Harry Van Arsdale, was a vigorous ex-
ponent of union education and political action, In 1961 , he persuaded
t~e Central Labor Council to support Mayor Robert Wagner for re~lec-
tlOn even tho~gh the mayor had broken with the regular party leaders
and to orgamze .a new political force , the "Brotherhood party," which
would do for umons generally what the Liberal party had done for the

~dle trades, At the time this new party was created, it was widely
believed that Wagner would not win the Democratic primary and thus
he would need such third parties as the Brotherhood to enable him to
run. a~ an ind~pendent in the general election, Instead , Wagner won
eas~y ill the prunary and the immediate need for the Brotherhood party
:amshed. Though the party had a strong start , organizing political units
ill most assembly districts in the city, its future became uncertain,

The Dormant Unions: The Case of the Southwest
In ~e large cities of the Southwest , where strong political parties

do not exIst and where population and industry are rapidly expanding,
labor has been a recent and still minor civic actor, An aggressive union
may ~e able to convert a one-industry town into a one-party town , as in
~etrOl~, And unions may extract concessions from professional politi-
cIans III the old , stable cities of the Northeast and Midwest , such as
New York and Chicago, But in such booming cities as Houston, Dallas
San Diego , and Los Angeles , where rapid growth is occurring, business
(and, more generally, middle-class) influence is often such that or-
ganized labor (which , in most of these communities, is only a recent
arrival) is lacking in either legitimacy or power,

Businessmen often dominate the politics of these cities (sometimes

TABLE IS Cities ov~r 500 000 population ranked by the percentage
of employed persons zn whzte-collar occupations 1960

Percent Percent
Rank City white-col/ar Rank City white-col/ar

Seattle 47. 8oston 35,
Dallas 45, Pittsburgh 35.
Los Angeles 45. Philadelphia 35,
San Diego 44. Baltimore 34,
San Francisco 43, Chicago 33.4
New Yark City 42, Detroit 32.
Washington 42, Milwaukee 31.5
Houston 41.6 Buffalo 30.4
New Orleans 39, St, Louis 30,
San Antonio 38, Cleveland 24.
Cincinnati 36,

~te: White-collar" refers to professional, technical, official, managerial, sales
and clerical occupations,

Source: 1960 Census of Population.
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by default) so long as they can agree among themselves, Furthermore
business and conservative values are widely shared, Business leader-
ship is not an imposition; it is generally accepted. In Houston and Los
Angeles , strong anti-union feelings are still widespread among citizens,
The absence of a mass production heavy industry (such as an auto
plant) means the absence of a large pool of easily organized unskilled
workers. The largest CIa unions are often found in the aircraft plants
where there is a high proportion of skilled workers, In San Diego , for
example , the largest local industrial union is the International Associa-
tion of Machinists, As Table 15 shows , these are the cities with the
largest percentages of white-collar workers in the labor force , and such
workers are extremely difficult-often impossible-to organize,

Despite such constraints , labor in these cities may be a major par-
ticipant in at least state and national politics, In Houston and San
Diego, for example , some labor unions are principal partners in a liberal-
labor coalition which contests Democratic primaries. The very absence
of a strong party organization, the result in part of nonpartisan
business-dominated city politics , often gives rise to intraparty factional
warfare at the county and state level in which labor , albeit weak , is

strong enough to play an important role,
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VII

Problems
of Management

.--J

THE mayor of today s large city occupies a position his predecessors

would in some ways have envied. At last most legislatures have ceased
to be meddlesome , and the cities in general have a degree of home rule
that is adequate for most of their purposes, The authority of the mayor
has been vastly strengthened, There are still many independent and
quasi-independent offices and bodies , but these are fewer than before. In

, the city government proper the mayor is now very strong indeed: 
appoints department heads, who are accountable directly to him , he
makes up the budget , which the council does little more than approve;
and he has the advantage of a large , competent, professional staff, The
voters-most of them-want and expect government that is honest
impartial , and efficient, and the mayor knows that he will generally be
applauded if he resists unreasonable demands from special interests
and condemned if he does not. 

These very improvements in the mayor s situation have created

their own characteristic difficulties , however, For one thing, committed
to good government and with no patronage or other "gravy" to dispense
the present-day mayor cannot exercise power as informally as the old-
fashioned boss could; What he cannot do by an exercise of formal au-
thority or by salesmanship, he cannot do at all, Thus, despite gains in
his formal authority, his net influence position may in some matters be

50I
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weaker than before, Moreover , since the mayor is supposed to be im-
partial and even nonpartisan (this is often expected of him even when
he is elected on a partisan basis), he cannot let narrowly political cri-
teria guide him in making policy decisions, The interest of the com-
munity "as a whole " which his good government supporters tell him
should replace "politics " turns out , however , to have no concrete mean-
ing in important and controversial matters, Thus, although not per-
mitted to employ criteria that are frankly political , he generally cannotfind others that are appropriate, 

One gets a sense both of the improvements in the mayor s situa-

tion and of the difficulties that these entail from the report Nat Hentoff
a journalist and novelist , gives of his interview with New York's Mayor
John V. Lindsay. "Sometimes " the Mayor tells him

, "

I feel I'm pushing
my shoulder against a mountain. My feet are churning away and the
mountain won t budge," Except for the size of the mountain , all mayors
are in about the same situation, There are two main problems of "top
management : (I) how to organize the executive branch so that the
mayor can maintain control over it and make it an effective instrument
for carrying out a comprehensive program of action on matters of
fundamental importance , and (2) how to use the technical knowledge
of planners and other professionals to frame a comprehensive program
that represents the interest of the community "as a whole.

The first of these is examined in a wide perspective by Charles R.
Adrian. He discusses three types of large-city administrative structure-
council-manager government, the management cabinet , and the chief
administrative officer-and concludes that the third , which is a sort of
cross between the council-manager and strong-mayor forms of govern-
ment , is most likely to spread; however, he warns, its success will de-
pend to a large extent upon the personality of the mayor and upon h~s

willingness to delegate authority, This conclusion recalls Bruce Kovner 
account of "The Resignation of Elgin Crull" which appears in the section
on the city manager, Another reading that deals specifically with the
problem of organizing the executive branch consists of advice that the
late V. O. Key gave to a commission which was trying to decide how to
fit a planning body into the structure of a government, The government
was that of a state but Key s remarks ' are no less to the point when , as
has been done her mayor is substituted for governor and city for state.
The crux of the problem in both cases is how to bring the planner close
to the seat of power without bringing him too close to it,

The other main problem of "top management" is treated here in
what amounts to a symposium, Alan Altshuler opens the discussion
with a critique of the planner s traditional ideal, that of comprehensive
(or master) planning. The ideal , he says , is of little or no help because
it presuppo~es the existence of something which in fact does not exist-
namely, a complete and consistent set of community goals. Paul
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Davidoff, a professor of city planning, agreeing that the people of a city
have diverse goals; objects to leaving it to the city planning department
to prepare the comprehensive plan, It would be more democratiC , he
says , to consider alternatives strongly supported by their proponents
(the emphasis is his); accordingly he calls for a "plural" as opposed to a
unitary" planning process, In an ideal situation , he says , local political

parties would offer platforms containing master plans , as would neigh-
borhoods , including poor ones, Lisa :reattie, an anthropologist, has
worked as an "advocate planner" for a low-income section of Boston
and in her article she ponders this experience, Some of her conclusions
about advocacy planning for a neighborhood resemble Altshuler s about
comprehensive planning for a city, In the neighborhood , she says, the
issues are "miniaturized" but their basic structure remains, "Even at the
neighborhood level there is no simple aggregation of people s wants and
needs into a plan," The problem Altshuler points to is raised also by the
late William H, Brown , an economist, and Charles E. Gilbert , a political
scientist, in their article about planning for capital expenditures in
Philadelphia, The main difficulties the planners encounter, they say, are
not political but intellectual: no procedur~sts for establishing a set
of goals (criteria) such as is required by the ideal of the comprehensive
(master) plan. This being the case , about the best that the planning
agency can do is to provide information , encourage popular consulta-
tion , and make such consultation more meaningful by supplying per-
spectives on benefits and costs, 

The last three readings of the section offer ideas about the direction
planning will or should take in the future, Martin Meyerson , a professor
of city planning when his artic~e was written , says that what is needed
is a type of planning that will give the politicians an enlarged view of
the context in which they are acting and yet not be beyond the intel-
lectual and other resources of the planners, He amplifies this "middle-
range~' conception of planning in terms of five more or less separate
functions, one of which is not altogether unUke the traditional view of
comprehensive planning, Anthony Downs , an economist and business-
man, predicts a revolution in city planning, He agrees with Meyerson
and others that the idea of a single "best" plan is passe and that the
planner of the future will emphasize quantitative studies of several
alternative programs, In the final reading, Edward C, Banfield asserts
that the trend is toward making a wider range of decisions on techni-
cal (or allegedly technical) grounds; professionalism in decision-making
will entail, he thinks, application of three concepts: economizing, de-
centralization, and welfare. It will be seen that he agrees with Downs
prediction that "city planners will become general advisers to key
politicians concerning nearly all city government activities and resource
uses."
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Three Concepts for Planners
Edward C. Banfield

IN THE LAST COUPLE of decades there has been a conspicuous
increase in the range and importance of the matters that local (and for
that matter other) government officials are expected to decide on
grounds that are "nonpolitical" and "in the public interest," This is not
the place for me to speculate on the nature of the forces that are tend-
ing in this direction or to discuss whether, assuming such a thing to be
possible at all , it is on the whole good to have important decisions made
non politically," I start from the assumption that , whether it is good or

not, administrative , technical , and professional personnel (as well as a
good many elected officials whose outlook is like that of these others or
who find it expedient to pretend that it is) will be making ever more
decisions on grounds that are technical or allegedly technical, The
pressure of this growing professionalism will be toward the adoption of
concepts , methods , and modes of thought different from the ones now
current in government, In this p!lper I shall describe briefly three closely
related sets of ideas which seem likely to pervade the professionalism
of the future and thus to affect deeply the way gbvernment is organized
and governmental affairs conducted. I am far from asserting that these
ideas will ever prevail or even gain wide acceptance outside of profes-
sional circles, Professionalism is not, after all

, -

the only force at work in
determining the character of government, Nor are all professionals
likely to be united on these ideas or any others. I do believe , however
that such inf:I.uence as professIonals have in the future is likely to 
largely along the lines I shall describe,

The three sets of concepts , or ideas , relate: to (I) the "economiz-
ing" approach , which in its more formalized and technical versions is
often called "systems analysis ; (2) the theory and practice of de-
centralization, and (3) conceptions of "welfare" and of the institutional
arrangements that will promote it under various circumstances. All
three of these matters are relevant to all parts of government, How-
ever, I think they are peculiarly relevant to a city planning body,

Published for the first time in this book,
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The Economizing Approach-Systems Analysis
The economizing approach is a decision-making procedure

whIch starts from the premise that nothing is free-that any gain in
terms 0: some ends always involves a loss in terms of others, Starting
from thIS premise , the decision-maker is on the alert to search out and
measure as accurately as he can both the losses and the gains that will
follow from actions that he may take, He tries to identify the course of
action that will yield the largest net gain. 

This may appear to be the obvious way to approach a problem, It
IS not , however, the way in which problems are usually approached in
government. The usual procedure , sometimes called the "requirements
approach , is to layout a course of action that is expected to lead to the
attainment of the end or ends sought and then to present in the form
of a budget request an itemized list of the means ("requirements ) that

are needed. There would be nothing the matter with this approach 

resources were unlimited, Since they are not unlimited, it is wasteful,
It is not enough to achieve the end or ends that are sought, The real
problem is to achieve them with a minimum use of resources or, de-
pending on the situation, to use a fixed stock of resources so as to

maximize the attainment of the ends,
This is what the economizing approach does. Instead of proposing

one course of action which will "achieve the end" it studies a variety of
courses of action to find the one that will achieve it "most efficiently."

. for example , the end is to increase the city s water supply by a cer-
tam number of gallons, the requirements approach would imply a
proposal (say) to build an additional reservoir, The economizing ap-
proach , by contrast , would "cost out" all of the plausible ways of getting
the additional water-e,g" repairing leakages in street mains , installing
meters to prevent waste , and purifying water from a nearby river-
order to find the one that was cheapest,

Usually different ways of doing something do not yield exactly the
same "mix" in tenus of the various ends that are sought. This compli-
cates the problem of choice. It is necessary to measure the amounts of
the different benefits, as well as costs, that are associated with each
course of action, In doing this , the 'economizer assumes that substitu-
tions (or "trade-offs ) may be made among benefits as well as between
benefits and costs, (For example , consumers would be willing to trade
some amount of dependability in their water supply for some amount of
purity; similarly, they would be wiWng to trade some amount of both
dependabmty and purity,for some saving in money cost). The econo-
mizer s task , therefore , is to find that combination of benefits and costs
which is optimal; it is , in other words , to make such trade-offs as will
maximize, net benefits, In making his calculations of benefit and costs
he must be careful to take into account the effects on thud parties as

"~~c,'~~
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well as those on the persons primarily involved, If the action will have
an incidental ("side ) effect on third parties , this must be counted as
a benefit or cost even though the persons so affected may be themselves
unaware of it or even if the precise individuals affected are unspecifiable
(e,g" if they are "the public at large ). Things that appear "free" may
not turn out to be so at all when the whole system of relations involved
in the action is taken into account, (For example , if we regard only the
welfare of the inmates of the city jails, it may be advantageous for the
city to employ abler physicians to treat them, But if we remember that
paying abler physicians to treat people in jail amounts to paying them
not to serve people not in jail-the number of able physicians being
limited and their time being fully employed-it is obvious , regarding the
system of activity in its entirety, that net benefit may be decreased

rather than increased by moving the able physicians from one set of
patients to another. ) It is characteristic of the economizing approach

that it measures benefits and costs in terms of entire systems of rela-

tions , hence the term "systems analysis."l
As a further illustration of the difference between the requirements

and the economizing approaches , consider how a school superintendent
might act if his budget were raised to permit him to improve the educa-
tion of his pupils, If he adopted the requirements approach , he would

(let us say) hire more teachers because he knows that a higher ratio
of teachers to children improves teaching, On the other hand, if he

adopted the economizing or systems analysis approach , he would break
the end "to improve education" into component ends (e, , to improve

the reading ability of handicapped children, to improve the math of
college-bound ones , etc, ) and .then decide the terms on which he would
trade off a marginal unit of benefit in terms of one end for a marginal
unit of benefit in terms of another, At the same time he would be
examining all the plausible ways, of achieving the various ends that he
seeks, He would carryon research , to find out the marginal rate of

return (in terms of his various ends) of investment in (say): ( I )

additional teachers, (2) raising teachers' salaries , (3) employing tele-

vision and "teaching machines," and (4) buying additional laboratory

equipment, He would take into account as benefits and costs any side
effects that could be anticipated (e, , the influence this or that action
might have on the morale of the parents of handicapped children), In
the end he might well conclude that no course of action was !Jest by all

relevant criteria (in this case he would have to toss a coin or make a
political" decision). In reaching this conclusion , however , he would

probably have discarded some highly plausible courses of action on the
grounds that they were worse than others by 

all relevant criteria, This

I. See Roland McKean, Efficiency in Government Through Systems Analysis Wiley,

1958; also, J. A, Kershaw and R, N, McKean

, "

Systems Analysis and Education

RAND Corporation monograph RM-2473-FF (1959)'
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in itself would have prevented him from making the most serious errors,
As the influence of professionalism increases in local government

I should expect to see the economizing mode of thought more generally
employed, I should expect , also , to see specialized systems analysis units
created within police departments , water departments , boards of educa-
tion , port authorities , and all the rest, City planning departments may
be expected to facilitate this development , perhaps by establishing train-
ing schools to which operating departments and agencies can send their
personnel for instruction in the techniques of systems analysis or by
maintaining pools of analysts from which the departments and agencies
may draw consultants, The city planning department's main function
however , will be the analysis of systems that cut across departmental
and agency lines or transcend them all, The question of how to make
a city more beautiful, for example, is not one that architects and
physical planners , using the requirements approach , can best answer;
it is one which calls for comparison of a very wide assortment of means,
each with its own distribution of benefits and costs,

Decentralization
Another impetus of professionalism will be toward decentrali-

zation of administration, The search for efficiency is bound to lead in
this direction, I am not asserting that local , state , and federal jurisdic-
tions will shrink; they will doubtless be enlarged, But within the
jurisdictions the distribution of decision-making will move to lower
levels, The tendency of professionalism will be to economize on execu-
tive judgment and on the assembly of information of the kind relevant
to judgment , both of which are expensive , and to make the most of the
principle of specialization and division of labor,

The general theoretical principle that will be employed is that of
suboptimization, 2 According to this , problems that are independent of

each other (or as nearly so as possible) are identified and an organiza-
tion set up to solve each one. The managers of these separate organiza-
tions have a stock of resources assigned to them by a central budget-
maker and are told to do the best they can within this constraint, If
they have been provided with a complete set of criteria of choice to start
with and if their operations do not interact (Le" impose costs or benefits
on each other as side effects), the managers by maximizing the attain-
ment of their separate outputs also maximize the total output, Where
interactioRs appear or criteria of 'choice are lacking, a coordinator
adjusts m~tters from "above" so as to assure the maximization of total
output, HI?,. may do this by reallocating budget amounts (if organization

2, See A, C. Enthoven and H, S. Rowan, "Defense Planning and Organization," in
ed. Public Finances: Needs, Sources, and Utilization (Princeton: Princ~on University
Press). 1961 , esp, 394-405,
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A is cobferring benefits on organization B , the budget allocation to B
may have to be reduced in order to maximize total output) or by chang-
ing the design of the operations. Each manager , of course

, "

factors ouC

independent subproblems and creates suborganizations under sub-

managers who are instructed to suboptimize, The manager s task is to

make a correct initial budget allocation and then to function as a

coordinator to the extent required,
This schema has been applied to the city planning function by

Professor Allison Dunham, 3 He believes that operating departments
should be left, free to decide matters like the size and location of parks

and the width of streets, Assuming that the initial budget allocation is

correct and that adequate criteria of choice have been given to the
departments, there is reason to believe that their decisions will be

better than any that could be made for them from above. The task of

the central planning body, according to Dunham, is to keep track of the
side effects that the departmental operations give rise to-

that is , to

identify and measure the costs and benefits that are incidentally being
imposed on other departments and on third parties of all sorts. The

central planning body, in other words, is a coordinator
, whose task is

to so arrange the situation that the managers (operating departments
business firms, etc, ) in maximizing their separate outputs will also

maximize total output ("the public interest ), To say the same thing in
other terms, it is engaged in systems analysis where the "system" is a

constellation of subsystems. 
Dunham s account of how the city planning body ought to function

may be taken as a paradigm of the proper functioning of managerial

bodies at every level , local, state, and federal, For example, the hun-

dreds of local governmental units within a large metropolitan area

may be thought of as sub optimizing, The task of a coordinator is to

distribute resources among them properly (e.g" by grants in aid) and

to make adjustments in the design of their operations (e,g" by giving

or withholding permission to discharge wastes into a river used by more
than one city) so that when the benefits and costs accruing throughout
the governmental system are fully taken into account the net output will
be at a maximum, The redesign of operations might often involve

changing municipal or other boundaries so as to reduce or eliminate the
imposing of costs by some units on others; the coordinator would con-
sider, for example, what costs are imposed upon the people of the

central city by the zoning practices of the suburbs, Where serious inter-
dependencies were found to exist the coordinator would consolidate the
interdependent units, for where constant appeal must be made to a
higher authority the higher authority may as well dispense with man-

agers and run the interdependent operations directly,

3' Allison Dunham, "City Planning: An Analysis of the Content of the Master
Plan, Journal of Law and Economics VoL I (Oct, 1958).
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Whereas in the past the tendency has been to deal with problems
by setting up organizations to build physical structures and to exert
direct, consciously felt control over the behavior of large numbers of

eople, in the future it will be to deal with them by arranging the
sItuation so that individuals , in seeking to maximize the attainment of
their own ends , do not impose so many costs upon each other. One of
the simplest ways of relieving downtown traffic congestion would be to
stagger working hours , for the problem is almost entirely one of peak
loads, When it arranges work hours so as to reduce peak loads a
planning agency designs the operations of a large set of "organizations
(in this instance , persons who travel) so that the "manager" of each

~ traveler) can ?e left to maximize the attainment of his organiza-
tIOn s ends (to go hIS own way) without any instructions from a coordi-
nator and without imposing unacceptable costs (congestion) on others.

Welfare
Officials who must make decisions on grounds that are not

political must find some way of deciding whose ends and which ends
should be served. Is there a "public interest" in the situation? If so
what is its content? Or is the problem, perhaps , to serve the preference
of the individual citizen-consumer as he himself defines them? If it is
this , how is the official to get accurate knowledge of these preferences?
And when the preferences of different persons are incompatible , as they
normally are , how is he to decide whose preferences are to prevail or
on what terms a compromise is to be made?

Probably the normal thing in such situations is for officials to
decide" without "choosing." They are likely to continue more or less
habitually in whatever direction they were pointed by the political
forces that were operating at some earlier time, In other words, if an
agency does not receive continuing political direction its course of action
tends to be an extrapolation from the past, although perhaps one that
is "bent" by the (nonpolitical) necessities of organizational mainte-
nance. For .example, a municipal zoo established a century or so ago
when the CIty was run by a Protestant elite that was entranced with
natural history (almost the only science then existing) and with the
bizarre animals of the newly opening continents and that wanted to
stimulate the poor immigrant masses to self-improvement continues
today along very much the same lines although natural history is no
longer reg~ded as a suitab~e introduction to science and the poor would
rather go to baseball games or watch TV.

Very often officials evade the problem of deciding whose ends and
what ends should be served by falling back on "standards" that are
promulgated by some authoritative professional body, Libraiies , parks
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hospit(:!ls , and police and fire departments, for example , may discover

from the publicationS of a national association what is deemed an ade-

quate level of service for a city the size of theirs, Needless, to say,
no such association can possibly decide by looking at one item alone

(e,g" libraries, apart from hospitals , police departments , and all the
rest) what allocation will maximize the attainment of "public purposes

, if these be the relevant quantity, consumer tastes, All such standards
are based on premises (hidden, of course) that are in some sense

political, The enthusiasm of the specialist for his speciality is one
ingredient of such standards; his awareness of the limits of what the
public will stand for is another,

The impetus of professionalism, I believe, is away from institu-

tional habit and from standards and toward taking the satisfaction of
the citizen-consumer as the ultimate goal of policy, Le" as "welfare,

This implies a new respect for the competitive market and for private
as against public enterprise, If the only object is to give people what they

prefer , by all odds the best way to go about it is to let the zoo compete

on an equal basis with the circus , - Disneyland , TV, opera, the super-

market , and all else, If this is the way things are to be done , there is

no advantage-in fact a good deal of disadvantage-in keeping the zoo

a public institution,
The individualistic conception of welfare does not, however , imply

the complete dismantling of government, The demand for certain goods

and services must be set by the government. .one category includes
goods and services (e, , air pollution control) which by their nature
cannot be sold to individuals, Another category includes goods and
services which , because of the benefits and costs their consumption

confers on third parties, must in order to maximize total welfare be

consumed in greater quantity (e,g" education) or in lesser quantity

(e.g" narcotics) than individuals, taking account only of themselves
would consume them, In other words, with regard to the first category

decentralization is impossible and with regard to the second its opera-

tion must be regulated by a coordinator,
That the government must fix the demand in such cases does not

mean that it must also organize the production and distribution of the
goods or services in question , however. In principle, at least, it is pos-

sible for most of that to be done under private auspices (Le" to be
decentralized), The Defense Department sets the demand for missiles
but it does not manufacture them itself, Similarly, a public school
system sets the demand for textbooks , but it does not write them or
manufacture them,

The tendency of professionalism will be to divest the government

of activities which can be carried on as well or better under private

auspices (Le" with respect to which the government need neither set
the demand nor organize production and distribution), This is a much
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wider range of activities than one might think, (If the public school
board need not write or manufacture textbooks, why must it do the
teaching? )

Where for one reason or another the government does organize
the production and distribution of a good or service, the impetus of
professionalism will be toward employing the price mechanism and
market-like devices to the greatest extent feasible, User-charges will be
favored by professionals not so much on grounds of equity (although
as a general rule there is something to be said for making those who
receive the benefits bear the costs) as because such changes afford
a means of giving people what they really want. The amount that people
are willing to pay to enter a zoo , for example , would indicate to the
manager whether its facilities should be expanded or contracted, In
effect , user-charges are a device for rationing scarce resources in accord-
ance with people s preferences, If the subway is overloaded at peak
hours the price of a ride at the peak hour should be raised; those who
could as well travel at another time would then have an incentive to
do so, Similarly, if there is a shortage of water, the price of it should
be raised to eliminate such use of it as is of little or no value to anyone.

To the extent that this view of welfare prevails, we may expect
government agencies in general and city planning bodies in particular
to become more and more occupied with the following functions: (I)
setting the demand for those goods and services which cannot be, or

should not be, left to individual choice; where it is asserted that a
higher (or lower) level of consumption of a particular commodity (e.
zoos or public libraries) would confer benefits (or costs) on third
parties , the special task of the agency will be to identify and measure
the alleged benefits (or costs) and by the methods of systems analysis
to establish how they may be secured at least cost; (2) creating and
maintaining "rules of the game" and institutional arrangements (e,
a competitive market or a para-market of some kind) which would
tend to give citizen-consumers as wide a range of choices as possible;
this would imply government efforts to stimulate the private market to
offer needed goods and services; it would also imply "rigging the
market" to secure side effect benefits for third parties and to prevent the
imposition of side effect costs on third parties; and (3) maintaining a
correct (which is not necessarily an equal) income distribution so that
in the operation of the price mechanism the preferences of the relatively
well-off will not be overweighted in comparison with those of the poor,

c,=cc,
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VIII

The Formation
of Policy

THIS last section deals with the process of policy formation and with
the concrete content of policy in several fields of particular interest,
The readings have been chosen for what they tell about the matrix out
of which policy emerges (especially the "givens" that constrain policy-
makers, the interests and groups that shape policy, the nature of the
interaction among these interests and groups , and the terms on whi
differences of interest are adjusted or balanced) and about the maJor
alternatives that are open to decision-makers-not only politicians and
administrators , but also ordinary citizens.

The first reading of this section , Harold Kaplan s account of Metro
Toronto, deals with a policy formation process that goes on at ~wo
levels, At the substantive level decisions are made about transportation
water supply, sewage disposal , revenue collection , and so on; at ano~er
level which with some risk of confusion will be called the c;onstitu-
tion , decisions are made about the process of (substantive) decision-

making; and between the two levels , substantive and constitutional
there is interaction, one kind of decision influencing the other, Smce
Kaplan is writing about policy formation in the Canadian political

system , his article is particularly useful here because it points by impli-
cation to what is different and special in the American system as re
vealed in the other readings, It is a constitutional question in the

619
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American context that Robert H, Salisbury discusses in the next read-
ing, The public schools , he points out, have always had a high degree
of formal autonomy and most people have felt that they should be kept
out of politics," This has left the schools without much support in

state and national capitals and naked against community pressures, On
the whole it might be better, he thinks, if the schools wer~under a
greater degree of control by the mayor. But he adds that the justification
for any solution to the problem cannot be found in its effect upon
education considered apart from the other issues and problems of , the
metropolis, In other words, the proper policy formation process for
education is the one that will contribute most to the solution of the
whole complex of urban problems" The public , library, according to
Edward C, Banfield , is the product of a policy formation process which
proceeds on assumptions that badly need to be reexamined, The goals
of the library may have been appropriate in the last century and the
early part of the present one , he argues , but conditions have changed
in ways that make them inappropriate now, His discussion of the library
illustrates the application of principles of policy-making developed by
economists in the field of public finance, In the next reading, James Q,
Wilson looks at the administrator s contribution to the policy formation
process, The police administrator (chief, superintendent , commissioner
captain) like the administrator of most public agencies , has no satis-
factory way of assessing the effectiveness of his organization s perform-
ance; lack of information both about what the organization is achieving
and about what it would achieve if it did things differently is a principal
constraint on the administrator as policy-maker, Another is the diffi-
culty, amounting often to an impossibility, of laying down general rules
adequate to guide a patrolman in dealing with particular cases, The
nature of the patrolman s task , Wilson says , necessitates his being a
policy-maker too, In the next reading, Richard A, Cloward , a sociologist
and Frances Fox Piven, a political scientist, write about another
bureaucrat who exercises a great deal of discretion: the welfare pro-
fessional, Policy in welfare , they say, is largely made by and for the
welfare professionals and their organizations; since it is to their interest
to keep the low-income client dependent upon them , government pro-
grams for the poor are likely to dimlnish rather than increase the
political vitality of the poor, In the final reading, H. R. Wilde shows to
what extent the policy of a city may be formed on the basis of stereo-
types reaching it through the mass media, Milwaukee s perception of its
1967 "riot" was , he thinks , formed largely in New York and Washington
and conveyet;l to Milwaukee by the television networks The New York
Times and in general the national arbiters of "good government" and
sound" opinion, The tendency of the new style of city politics, h~

believes, is ~o bring the city more publicity, more money, q.nd morebitterness, ' 
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Some Alternatives for the Public
Library

Edward C. BanfIeld

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY has more users and more money today
than ever before , but it lacks a purpose, l It is trying to do some things
that it probably cannot do , and it is doing others that it probably should
not do, At the same time , it is neglecting what may be its real oppor-

tunities, What the library needs is , first, a purpose that is both in accord
with the realities of present-day city life and implied by some general

principles, and, second , a program that is imaginatively designed to
carry its purpose into effect.

This paper will begin with a brief look at the principles justifying
public action. (Why should a public body distribute reading matter
and not, say, shoes?) In the light of these principles, it will then con-

sider what the public library has been , what it is now, and what it
ought to be, 

Some General Principles
Economists offer several justifications for governmental inter-

vention to set the demand for a commodity or good (in this case library
service).2 One justification exists when the good is of such a nature
that it cannot be supplied to some consumers without at the same time
being supplied to all-examples are national defense and air pollution

I. For evidence see the report of the eighty-fourth annual conference of the Ameri-

can Library Association, New York Times, July 4, 1966, p. 40. The theme of the
conference was "Libraries for a Great Society" and the president of the association

announced that an inventory of public and school library needs made by the D.
Office of Education and the association revealed that $'3. 1 billion would have to be
spent to bring the nation s libraries to the level of "adequacy" and operating budgets
would have to be raised $1.2 billion a year to keep them there. "These are enormous
figures, of course," he said

, "

but our wealthy nation can easily contribute all that is
called for and then some:' With regard to the library s purpose, he seems to have said
nothing,

2, See Richard Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance (New York: McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1959), Chapter 1.

Reprinted, slightly revised, from The Public Library and the City, edited by

Ralph W, Conant (Cambridge, Mass,; M.l, T, Press, I965), pp, I02-II3, by pere

mission of the publishers,
645
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control; in such cases , it is impossible for the distributor of the good to
charge a price for , since he cannot withhold it from anyone who re-
fuses to pay the price, Therefore (apart from philanthropists) only the
?ove ~ent , w~~ch through its tax power can coerce everyone into pay-
mg, IS m a pOsItIOn to offer the service, Clearly this justification has no
application to libraries,

Another j~stification-and one which presumably does apply to
the lIbrary-exIsts when the public will benefit in some way if the con-
sumer co~sumes more (or less) of the good than he would if the gov-
ernme~t dId n ~ concern itself in the matter, If my consumption of a good
-my Immumzmg myself against disease or my sending my children to
scho , for example-confers benefits of some kind upon the com-

~ty ~t large , the government ought , in the community s interest if
not m mille , to see to it that I consume a proper amOunt of it. In order
to encourage consumption of such "merit goods (to use an economist's

term), the government may employ subsidies.
!hat consumption of certain goods confers benefits upon the com-

mumty does not automatically justify government subsidies , however,
No doubt it is a good thing from a public standpoint that I eat well , have
a safe roof over my head , and go to the doctor when I am sick. But if I
am compos mentis and not indigent the chances are that I will look
after the~e matters without any encouragement from the government,
The publIc does not have to pay me to eat; I will do so both because I
must in order to stay alive and because I enjoy eating,

Public intervention to set the demand does not necessarily involve
public production or distribution of the good, The school board sets the
demand for school books, but it does not hire authors to write them
and it does not operate its own printing press, The Air Force sets the
demand for planes but it does not manufacture them,

By the same token , that a good is produced or distributed under
public auspices does not imply the necessity of a public subsidy for the
~eople who consume it, The function of the government may in some
mstances be merely to make up for a deficiency in the private market
by offering consumers a good which from the standpoint of the com-

~nity they ought to have and which ~or some reason no private enter-
prIse offers, If no one saw fit to go into the shoe business, the govern-
ment would have to, But if it went into the shoe business it would not
have to give shoes away, or sell them for less than the cost of manu-
facture.

The Nineteenth-Century Purpose
Let us now look at the public library of the past in the light of

t~ese , principl~~, In the very begInning, libraries were private associa-
tions for the Jomt use of a facility that was too expensive for any but

c,~",
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the w~ll-off to own individually, Some state legislatures conferred on
the associations certain corporate powers, including the power to tax
their members provided that a two-thirds majority concurred, They did
this on the grounds that benefits to the community at large would en-
sue-Le" that library service satisfied a "merit want,

" "

These libraries

Franklin remarks in his autobiography, "have improved the general

conversation of Americans , made the common tradesmen and farmers
as intelligent as most gentlemen from other countries, and perhaps
have contributed in some degree to the stand so generally made
throughout the colonies in defense of their privileges," Early in the
nineteenth century charitable societies were formed in the larger cities

to furnish wholesome religious , moral , and improving reading of all
kinds to the poor , cheaper than they now get fanatical or depraved

reading." There were complaints that the books circulated were not im-
proving enough (a director of the Astor Library in New York wrote

that "the young fry , , , employ all the hours they are out of school in

reading the trashy, as Scott , Cooper , Dickens , Punch , and the 'Illus-

trated News ) to which the reply was made that "if people will not
come to your libraryy!?u may as well establish none." No one , however

would have justified a charitable library on the grounds that it provided
entertainment, 3

Later on the corporations thus created were made public and were
supported in part by taxation of the whole public. This was about the
middle of the last century, when bright and ambitious farm boys who
had mastered the 3 R'sbut not much else were flocking to the cities to
seek their fortunes, "Mechanics libraries" were established to afford

these Alger characters opportunities to pick up by home study the small
amount of technical knowledge that then existed, Such libraries were
not supported in full by the public-philanthropists provided most of
the support-but they were tax exempt and they enjoyed other ad-

vantages, There were good reasons for giving them these advantages:
anything that encouraged self-improvement on the part of the "respect-

able poor" tended to increase the productivity and wealth of the com-

munity, Besides , to the Anglo-Saxon Protestant elite that ran the cities
self-improvement appeared good in and of itself,

It was not until near the turn of the century, however , that most
sizable cities had public libraries in the present-day sense. There was
no doubt about the public purpose of these ' libraries, They were to
facilitate the assimilation of European immigrants to the urban , middle-

class , American style of life.
The immigrants-many of them-were highly receptive to what

the library offered. They came-many of them-from cultures that
respected books and learning; with few exceptions they were eager to

learn the language and customs of their new country and to get ahead

3' David B, Tyack, 
George Tichnor and the Boston Brahmins (Cambridge, Mass.

Harvard University Press, 1967), pp, 208-211.
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in a material way, There was , accordingly, a high degree of harmony
between the public purposes being sought through the library and the
motives and aspirations of its potential clientele.

Times Have Changed
Today the situation is entirely different, The Horatio Alger

characters and the immigrants have long since passed from the scene.
There are , to be sure , more poor people in the large cities than ever
(they are not as poor in absolute terms , however , and they constitute
a smaller proportion of the metropolitan area s population), and the

movement of the poor from backward rural areas of the South and
Puerto Rico is likely to continue for some time to come, The present-
day poor , however, represent a new and different problem, Their pov-
erty consists not so much of a lack of income (although they lack
that) as of a lack of the cultural standards and of the motivations,
including the desire for self-improvement and for "getting ahead " that

would make them more productive and hence better-paid, "The cul-
turally deprived of today s cities are not on the bottom of a ladder; they
do not even know that one exists," the editor of a bulletin for librarians
has written in an article extremely apposite to the present discussion,
Many of the poor are "functionally illiterate," some though they have
gone to , or even graduated from, high school. Giving them access to
books will not accomplish anything, 

Assimilating the lower class into the working and the middle
classes may be a public purpose of the highest urgency, (Some people
of course , assert that lower class values-certain of them , at any rate-
are as worthy of respect as any others, ) But however compelling the
case for assimilation is thought to be, the question has to be faced
whether the library is a fit instrument for the purpose,

Certainly no one believes that the library is now of any service to
the lower class, By and large , libraries are of the middle class and for
the middle class, With rare exceptions, librarians have the wrong skin
color, the wrong style of dress and make-up, the wrong manner of
speech , and the wrong values (among other things, they think that
people should be quiet in the library!) to be acceptable to the lower
class. The feeling is mutual , moreover , for most librarians are probably
no freer of class and race prejudice than are other middle-class whites.
The consequence is that the lower class is repelled by the library, or
would be 1f it ever got near it.

A few library boards have tried to change this, but without much

4, Kathleen Molz, "The Public Library: The People s University?" The American

Scholar; VoL 34, No, I (Winter 1964-1965), p. 100, The writer wishes' to express his
appreciation of Miss Molz' criticism of an earlier draft of this paper. 4
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sucG€ss, Some will say that their methods have not been sufficiently
ingenious: they should establish store-front libraries and staff them

with lower-class librarians , preferably radical ones; they should employ
supersalesmen to go from door to door selling cheap reprints, and so on,

If one believes that lower-class adults can be enticed to read , there

is much to be said for making this a primary purpose of the library
and for trying any approach that offers the least promise, It may be

however that the educational level of the lower class is so low and

its dem~ralization so great that no efforts on the part of the library
will have much effect. Something much more fundamental than library

service may be needed- for- example, compulsory nursery school at-

tendance from the age of two or three, 
Not being able or willing (or both) to serve the lower class, the

public library has tended to make itself an adjunct of the school , espe-

cially of the middle-class school. Children have always been an Im-

portant class of library users , but in recent years they have become the

principal clientele of the public library in many places, Children sent by
teachers to use books in connection with course assignments crowd

some libraries after school hours to such an extent that adult users have

to leave, (In certain Los Angeles schools , teachers require each pupil

to borrow at least one book a week from the public library!) Here and
there libraries have been forced by the sheer weight of the children
numbers to place limits on service to them.

One reason for this invasion is that, thanks to the "baby boom

of a few years ago (which, of course , is still continuing), there are
more children than ever, Another is that the schools do not have ade-

quate libraries of their own, (Two-thirds of all elementary schools have

no central library, and those with central libraries have only five 
books

per pupil in them on the average,
) Still another reason is that it has

become fashionable among teachers to require "research" papers (in

some places third-graders swarm into the public library to do "re-

search" ) and to assign, not a single textbook , but a list of readings , some

in very short supply, selected by the teacher from a variety of so
~rces.

Public libraries were not designed for large numbers of children
and are usually not staffed to handle them, The wear and tear on

books, librarians, and innocent bystanders is therefore very great, In

Brooklyn , it was recently reported , book losses-not all of them caused

by children-run to 10 per cent of the library budget, In ~ome places

rowdyism is a serious problem,
In fairness to both the children and the adults, the schools ought

to have adequate libraries of their own; presumably they will haVE

them if the aid-to-education legislation now pending in Congress 

passed. Children should not be excluded from public libraries, 
howevel

it is a good thing for them to go now and then to a place the at

mosphere of which is decidedly adult-but they should not be sent therE
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to do assignments; they should go to the public library on their own
initiative to find books that please them and in the expectation of
entering a world that is not juvenile. 

The Light Reader
Apart from school children, the most numerous class of

library users consists of light readers, especially middle-class house-

wives, The books these readers borrow are not all light , of course , and
even the ones that are light are not the very lightest; public librarians
do not buy out-and-out trash, Nevertheless , a considerable part of the
circulation is of romantic novels , westerns , detective stories , and books
on how to repair leaky faucets, take off excess fat , and make money
playing the stock market, About two-thirds of the books public libraries
lend to adults are fiction , and most of these are probably light fiction,
(Unfortunately, libraries do not use more relevant categories than
fiction" and "nonfiction" in their record keeping.

It is hard to see how encouraging light reading can be regarded as
a public purpose, That the housewife finds it convenient to get her
detective story from a public rather than a rental library is certainly not
a justification for the public library, Her neighbor , who may not care to
borrow books and whose income may be less than hers , will be coerced
into paying taxes to support a facility that is for her convenience, Why
should he be? Whether she gets to sleep by reading a novel , by watching
the late show, or by taking a sleeping pill-indeed , whether she gets to
sleep at all- is a matter of indifference to him and to the community
at large,

If it could be shown that light reading leads to, serious reading, a
justification for public action would exist, In the case of uneduc;ated
people who are introduced to books by the library, such a showing might
possibly be made, But it is highly unlikely that it can be made in the
case of the middle-class readers who constitute most of the adult
library users, For the most part, light reading leads to nothing except
more light reading, 

Unless reason can be found for believing that light reading confers
some benefit upon the community, the public library should leave the
light reader to the rental library, the drugstore, and the supermarket,

If .for some reason these readers must be served by the public library,
they shou'!,! be charged the full cost of the service , including, of course
a fair share of the rental value of the library building and site, Charging
the full cQ~t of service would soon put the public library out of the
light-reading business , but this would prove to be a benefit even from
the standpbint of the light reader. He would find that whe~ the public
library stopped competing with rental libraries by giving its service free
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they and other profit-making enterprises (the paperback counters of the
drugstore and supermarket, for example) would fill the gap and give
him better service than he got before, If there is a demand for thirty
copies of Peyton Place, the rental library makes haste to put that many
on its shelves, The public library, not being under the stimulus of the
profit motive and (let us hope) feeling itself under some obligation to

serve more important purposes , buys only one or two copies of such a
book if it buys any at all, This , of course , accounts for the more than

500 rental libraries (not to mention the drugstore and supermarket

counters) that are competing successfully with the tax-supported

libraries,

The Serious Reader
The proper business of the public library is with the 

serious

reader and-assuming that the library cannot be an effective instrument
for educating the lower class-with him alone, "Serious" reading is any
that improves one s stock of knowledge , enlarges one s horizons , or im-

proves one s values, Reasonable men will disagree as to where the
boundary should be drawn between light and serious reading; that does
not render the distinction invalid or useless , however , although it will
lead to some practical difficulties, 

The common-sense a~sumption is that all serious reading confers
some benefit upon the community, This would be hard to demonstrate
in a rigorous way (imagine trying to specify the amounts and kinds of
benefits conferred upon various sectors of the community by, say, so
many man-years of novel reading, so many of historical reading, and
so on); but the difficulty, or impossibility, of demon~trating it does not
mean that the assumption is wrong, 

That an activity confers benefits upon the community does not

however (as was remarked above), constitute a sufficient justification
for publicly supporting it, Perhaps those who read serious books would

read as many of them if public libraries did not exist. (Indeed, con-

ceivably they might read more of them , for if an existing institution did
not stand in the way, a new and more effective one , public or private

might come into existence, Any foreigner who has observed .the opera-

tion of the government salt and tobacco monopoly in Italy will agree
that other and better ways of distributing these commodities are pos-

sible, To the Italian who has never been abroad , however , the idea of

putting the government out of the salt and tobacco business 
might

seem preposterous., "How then " he might ask

, "

could one possibly ob-

tain these indispensable articles?" ) Most serious readers have adequate
or more than adequate family incomes; it seems likely that if they had
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to pay the full cost of their reading they would not read less, If this is so
there is no reason for the public to subsidize their reading,

The relatively few serious readers who are poor-so poor that to
pay for library service would entail a sacrifice of something else that
is necessary to an adequate standard of living-present a problem,
They would of course be given service at reduced rates or free, This is
widely done by colleges , and there is no reason why there should not be
1ibrary scholarships" for all who need them. If such an arrangement
involved use of an objectionable means test (would it be objectionable
to give service free to all families with incomes of less than $5,000 if
the user s statement that he belonged to that category were accepted
without question?) or if the costs of record keeping were unduly high
the sensible thing would be to make the service-the standard service
not necessarily special services-free to all, 

If it is decided that serious reading must be subsidized in order to
secure for the community all of the benefits that it wants , it need not
follow that the best thing for the library board to do is to own and
circulate a collection of books, There may be much better ways of ac-
complishing the purpose, Perhaps , for example , those who have respon-
sibility for allocating the library fund-let us now call it the "fund to
encourage serious reading -would get a greater return on the invest-
ment by inducing the local supermarket to display a big stock of quality
paperbacks and to have one-cent sales of them now and then, Or, again
perhaps the fund would best be used to subsidize the rent of a dealer
in used books who , because of the ravages of urban renewal or for other
reasons , could not otherwise stay in business,

Some Illustrative Ideas
Assuming, however , that such radical innovations are out of

the question and that the practical problem is to make some minor
changes in the existing institution , what might be done?

Here are a few suggestions,
I. Provide soundproofed cubicles that readers may rent by the

week or month and in which they' may keep under lock and key
books (subject to call , of course), a typewriter (rented , if that is what
they want), and manuscripts. Nowadays few people have space at home
for a study, Many libraries have reading rooms , but there are no places
where one can read, let alone write, in privacy and comfort, (An
habitual sIpoker, for example, cannot read if he is not permitted to
smoke, ) The New York Public Library at 42nd Street is probably the
only public:rlibrary with cubicles (they are supported by an endowment);
there is a lqng waiting list for them,

2, Offer the services of a

' "

personal shopper" to take orders by
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phooe and to arr?llge home deliveries and pickups, Many readers are
too busy to go to the library, especially when there is no more than an
off-chance that the book they want is in, The personal shopper could
also arrange fast interlibrary loans and for the photo-copying of hard-
to-get, out-of-print books, (Publishers naturally object to the copying
of copyrighted material, But perhaps they could be persuaded to give
libraries a general permission to make one copy per library of works
that are not available for sale, ) A fair number of the larger libraries
have had "readers' advisers " ever since WPA days; the advisers ' time
is usually entirely taken up by children , however; in any case, only

handicapped persons are assisted in absentia,

3, Buy a large enough stock of serious books so that no - reader
will have to wait more than, say, two weeks for a copy, Bentham
remark about justice can be paraphrased here: "Reading delayed is
reading denied,

4, Display prominently, and review in library newsletters, those
current books that are not widely reviewed by "middle-brow" journals.

Many people suppose that all worthwhile books are listed , if not actually
reviewed by the better newspapers and magazines, This is not the
case, Scholarly books are ignored as often as not; some of them are
unknown to most serious readers, The natural tendency of the library is
to make a fuss about the very books that the ordinary reader would be
most likely to hear of anyway. It should try instead ~o make ~p for
the deficiencies of the commercial institutions by calling attentIOn to
the less-well-advertised books,

5. Maintain up-to-date , annotated bibliographies of the ~~rt that
would help introduce a layman to a specialized field. A physIcIan , let

us suppose, wants to know what social science has to say that is relevant
to problems of medical organization, What, books and journals sh?uld
he look at first? If the library had a file of reading lists , course outlmes

and syllabi used in colleges and universities, together with bibli~graphi-
cal notes and articles from academic journals, he could be assIsted to

make his way into the subject, A good many of the better libraries ha
materials of this sort-more materials , probably, than most of theIr
serious readers realize, Even so, there is probably a good deal of room
for improvement both in the quality of the materials that are collected

and in the methods by which they are made known to library users,
6, Offer tutorial service for readers who want instruction or special

assistance, Perhaps the physician would like to discuss his questions
with a social scientist, The library might have a social scientist on its
staff or it might bring one as a consultant from a nearby college or
university, The tutor would be available for an hour s discussion or , at
the other extreme , to give a short course,

7, Have a mail-order counter supplied with a directory of all books
in print, a list of available government publications, and the catalogues
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of some dealers in used and hard-to-find books, A librarian should be
on hand to help buyers find what they want. In the many towns and
small cities that are without proper bookstores, this kind of service
might go a long way toward making up for the lack.

The Library s Failure Is Typical
The library is by no means the only public institution that

with passage of time has ceased to serve its original purpose and has
not acquired a new one that can be justified on any general principles,
Very likely it could be shown; (I) that the professionals most involved
and a fortiori everyone else , have given little serious thought to the
nature of the purposes which presumably justify not only public li-
braries but also public parks , museums, schools , and renewal projects
(to mention only a few activities of the sort that are in question);
(2) that such purposes as might plausibly be advanced to justify such
activities are ill-served , or not served at all , by the activities as presently
conducted; (3) that these purposes could usually be better served by

the market (rigged perhaps by public authorities) than by public owner-
ship and operation; (4) that in most cases using the market would
result in greater consumption of the good and in less waste in the supply-
ing of it (public institutions tend to offer too much of those goods that
are in light demand and not enough of those that are in heavy demand);
and (5) that certain goods not offered by private institutions are not
offered by public ones either, and this even though increased consump-
tion of these goods would confer relatively large benefits upon the com-
munity at large,

To find the reasons for this state of affairs, one must look deep into
the nature of our institutions and of our political culture, Organizations
tend to perpetuate themselves and therefore to embrace whatever op-
portunities come along, however unrelated these may be to any pre-
viously-stated purposes, Public organizations , moreover , often exist as
much to symbolize something as to accomplish something, These are
only two of many considerations that doubtless should be taken into
account,
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